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ABSTRACT
Challenges in the healthcare industry, including nursing shortages and low nursing retention,
have resulted in nurses’ job dissatisfaction. Improving work environment and workload can lead
to improved and equitable nursing shift assignments, which may improve nursing job
satisfaction. The purpose of this EBP project was to (a) implement a patient acuity tool in the
hospital unit, (b) assess its effectiveness in appropriating nursing shift assignments, and (c)
evaluate its effect on nursing job satisfaction. The Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) Model was
used as a guide to facilitate the transition of the best evidence into practice. As suggested within
the evidence, utilization of a patient acuity tool in appropriating nursing shift assignments should
increase nursing job satisfaction as compared with assignments based on charge nurse’s
judgment alone. Based on an extensive review of the best available evidence from the literature
and professional input from staff nurses, a patient acuity tool was created. Upon organizational
and academic approval, education of the staff nurses on tool utilization was completed and the
project was implemented. To determine the effectiveness of the tool, pre-and postimplementation, the Nursing Workplace Satisfaction Questionnaire (NWSQ) was administered.
Paired sample t tests were conducted to analyze mean pre-and post-test scores in all three
domains (intrinsic, extrinsic and relational) of the NWSQ. Statistically significant differences (t
(19) = -2.67, p<.05), were only found in one item of the intrinsic domain addressing whether the
participants were able to learn on the job (M = 1.75, SD = .55, M = 2.1, SD = .85). No other
items? on the survey were statistically significant (p > .05). All of the project participants stated
that the use of the tool was quick and easy, 60% noted marked improvement in equity of shift
assignments and 85% would like to continue using the tool after project completion. Also, 55%
of participants reported better balanced nursing shift assignments with the tool utilization.
Incorporation of the acuity tool in the clinical setting over a longer period of time might improve
nursing job satisfaction.
Keywords: nursing job satisfaction, patient acuity, patient classification system
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
The world of health care is an ever-changing environment. In the 1800s and 1900s, the
most common causes of death in America were from infectious diseases such as tuberculosis
and pneumonia (Jacobsen, 2014). By the 1950s, the death rate decreased tremendously due to
a variety of factors including advanced health technologies such as more effective medications,
antibiotics and vaccines, improved nutrition, and increased education. Technological advances
in medicine and an economic growth have shifted the cause of death in the United States (US)
from infectious agents to chronic diseases such as heart disease, stroke, cancer, and diabetes
(Jacobsen, 2014).
Furthermore, an aging population presents significant challenges for the American
healthcare system in terms of increasing demands for healthcare services. According to
Carayon and Gurses (2008), the US population is expected to grow by 18% between 2000 and
2020. Additionally, the population that exhibits a higher need for health care services (those
over the age of 65 years) is expected to increase by 54%. Many hospitals are faced with
economic constraints and in order to stay financially stable health care organizations are
reducing the lengths of stay for hospitalized patients. Over the past 20 years, the average length
of stay for hospitalized patients decreased from 11.7 days in 1980 to 6.8 days in 2000 (Black &
Pearson, 2002). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] (2015) reports an even
shorter average length of stay at 4.8 days in 2010. As a result, nurses who care for patients in
hospital settings are faced with increased workloads and higher acuity levels (Carayon &
Gurses, 2008). In addition to higher acuity, and as a result of the need to stay financially
feasible, hospitals are reducing the number of ancillary staff. This is contributing to more burden
on nurses to perform additional tasks (i.e. assisting patients with preparing and eating their
meals, placing phone calls, etc.) making it increasingly difficult to perform daily patient care.
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Changes in the healthcare landscape have led to negative consequences for the profession of
nursing. Of note, an increase in the number of registered nurses (RNs) dissatisfied with their
career negatively impacts nursing retention.
Retention. Nursing turnover is a major issue impacting the performance and profitability
of healthcare organizations. Healthcare organizations require stable, highly trained, and fully
engaged nursing staff to provide effective levels of patient care. The financial cost of losing a
single nurse has been calculated to equal about twice the nurse’s annual salary (Hunt, 2009).
The average hospital is estimated to lose about $300,000 per year for each percentage
increase in annual nurse turnover (Hunt, 2009, p.2). The problem of nursing turnover is greatly
impacted by the nursing shortage across the nation. The US nursing shortage represents a
significant issue for managers, healthcare administrators, stakeholders, and patients. High
turnover rates affect the quality of patient care, safety, satisfaction, and make a significant
impact on the financial resources of the healthcare organization (Sellgren, Ekvall & Tomson,
2007).
According to the American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN] (2014), the
nursing shortage is projected to spread throughout the country from 2009 to 2030. Some of the
factors that are contributing to this shortage are (a) a shortage of nursing school faculty, (b) RNs
nearing retirement age, (c) an aging population that demands more care, and (d) insufficient
staffing that is raising the level of job dissatisfaction.
While many factors contribute to the nursing shortage, high nurse turnover is considered
one of the main contributors. The effects of the nursing shortage on patient care cannot be
emphasized enough. Hence, implementing interventions that promote nursing retention should
be given high priority at the organizational level. Adequate nursing staff and low levels of
nursing turnover have a positive impact on the quality of patient care, patient satisfaction, and
the financial status of a healthcare organization (Cicolini, Comparcini & Simonetti, 2014).
Retention is influenced by many factors including flexible scheduling, monetary rewards, health
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benefits, mentorship opportunities, management practices, recognition, job satisfaction,
retirement plans, and an organizational focus on nursing retention. Cicolini at el. (2014)
presented compelling evidence that suggests an important connection between nursing job
satisfaction and its effect on nursing turnover. In fact, job dissatisfaction was identified as one of
the primary causes of high nursing turnover. Focusing on nursing workloads can positively
influence nursing job satisfaction.
Job satisfaction. Job satisfaction is closely related to nursing performance and
turnover. Consequently, job dissatisfaction has been linked with high staff turnover and
absenteeism. The concept of job satisfaction has been widely studied and defined in various
scientific disciplines including psychology, sociology, and organizational behavior. Ilies, Wilson,
and Wagner (2009) suggest that job satisfaction is relevant in an individual’s overall attitude
about life. Evidence suggests that job satisfaction in nursing can affect patient safety and quality
of care (Ilies et al., 2009). A focus on job satisfaction is particularly important in the field of
nursing. With increasing demands, a nursing shortage, quality of care and the cost of healthcare
services, increasing nursing satisfaction can positively impact retention which will promote
quality care and benefit the financial health of the organization. Al Maqbali (2015) identified two
major categories of job satisfaction: personal factors and organizational and/or job related
factors. While there is a wide array of personal characteristics affecting job satisfaction, Al
Maqbali (2015) found that more women are satisfied with their job than men. Also, nurses with
more than five years of experience were more likely to be satisfied with their job than those with
less experience. Organizational and/or job related factors are most widely researched in the
literature. Optimal working environments and well balanced workloads are linked to job
satisfaction and improvements in the quality of care. Job satisfaction is positively correlated with
pay, contingent rewards, and leadership style (Al Maqbali, 2015). Because of its complexity and
interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic factors, job satisfaction has been examined in diverse
contexts. Pitkäaho, Ryynänen, Partanen and Vehviläinen-Julkunen, (2010) examined the
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relationship of nursing intensity and nursing resources to job satisfaction and found that patient
acuity and nursing job satisfaction have a nonlinear effect: both low and high patient acuity
predicted a moderate or a high likelihood of nurse job satisfaction. Furthermore, higher acuity
patients (class III and IV) are closely related to low nurse job satisfaction with a 90% likelihood.
Acuity. The term acuity is widely used in healthcare organizations and amongst
healthcare professionals. Despite its widespread use, the meaning of the word can be unclear
and confusing. Brennan and Daly (2009) conducted a concept analysis to better clarify and
delineate the meaning of the term acuity. In addition, many tools have been developed over the
years to provide quantitative data on how to measure patient acuity. However, there is still a
lack of consistency in defining the term acuity and the mean of measuring the same. Brennan
and Daly (2009) delineate between patient related severity of illness and provider-related
intensity. Many researchers are unclear within their methods about what type of acuity is being
measured. As a result, there is no clear and concise definition of acuity, therefore enabling the
development of a standardized measurement and tool. One of the main recommendations that
Brennan and Daly (2009) extrapolated as the result of a concept analysis is the encouragement
for the researchers to be clear and specific about which attributes of the acuity are being studied
(i.e. patient or provider-related). This clarification will lead to more useful information that will
contribute to the improved development of a tool to be used in the clinical setting to measure
and quantify acuity data.
Statement of the Problem
RNs constitute the largest segment of the healthcare industry and serve as primary care
providers of hospital care services. Numerous challenges that the healthcare industry is
experiencing, including nursing shortages, high nursing retention, increased patient complexity
and increased nursing workloads, has resulted in many nurses dissatisfied with their positions
(Hairr, Salisbury, Johannsson & Redfern-Vance, 2014). Improving the nursing work environment
and workload can lead to improved and equitable nursing shift assignments which may improve
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nursing job satisfaction. Implementing a valid and reliable patient acuity instrument when
determining nursing shift assignments can ultimately lead to improved job satisfaction.
Data from the Literature Supporting Need for the Project
The nursing shortage continues to rise, in particular as a result of increasingly difficult
nursing work conditions. Recent studies have demonstrated that the main factors causing high
nursing turnover can be reduced to heavy workloads, increased patient acuity, and lack of
developmental opportunities (Cicolini et al., 2014). Job satisfaction is defined as the degree of
affect toward a job and its main components, and can be considered a positive concept
describing work behaviors in work settings. “Nurses’ job satisfaction is related to professional,
personal, and organizational variables and is influenced by both a nurses’ work environment
and personal characteristics” (Cicolini et al., 2014 pp. 855-856). Influencing and manipulating
nurse work structure can provide healthier work environments, increased job satisfaction, and
job commitment and as a result, improve patient and organizational outcomes. Therefore,
efforts to improve nursing workloads, work environment and job satisfaction reaches beyond
nursing only. In fact, actions that support healthy nursing environments can have positive effects
on patients, healthcare organizations, nurses, and the healthcare system in general (Cicolini at
el., 2014).
Nurses are faced with increasingly complex clinical care environments and have a wide
array of responsibilities in their clinical practice. Hairr et al.(2014) demonstrated a weak positive
relationship between nursing workload and job satisfaction. Additionally, there is an inverse
relationship between job satisfaction and nurse retention. In fact, as job dissatisfaction
increases, nursing retention will decrease. Establishing and using a patient acuity tool that
effectively captures complexity of patients and their related care promotes equitable nursing
shift assignments and increases nursing job satisfaction (DeLisle, 2014). Measuring and
effectively capturing patient acuity is the essential component in the provision of competent
patient care (Harper & McCully, 2007). “Experts remind us that an acuity tool serves as a report
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tool, education reminder, holistic perspective of patient needs, and voice for managers and
nurses when rebuttal is needed for overstretching productivity numbers” (Tufanaru, 2015, p. 2).
Clinical practice guidelines published by the Joanna Briggs Institute [JBI] (2015)
regarding the role of patient acuity in nursing care emphasize that a sound instrument that
captures patient acuity serves as a nurses voice for all the time consuming and complicated
tasks completed by nurses for hospitalized patients. A key recommendation within the JBI
guideline is for nurses to be educated about the instrument and advised on its usage. Also,
nurses should be involved in the development of the acuity assessment tool and its creation.
This can improve utilization of nursing resources and improve nursing satisfaction and retention
(Tufanaru, 2015; Harper & McCully, 2007; Kidd at el., 2014). Acuity tools should have five
domains and effectively capture the following components of care: complicated procedures,
education, psychosocial interventions, oral medications, and complicated intravenous
medications (Tufanaru, 2015). Furthermore, acuity instruments should have face validity and
measured reliability. Rating options for patient acuity tools implemented in hospital settings
should range from 1 (lowest acuity) to 4 (highest acuity). However, total acuity scores could
range from 1 to 60 (Tufanaru, 2015).
Although a complex and multifaceted issue, nursing job satisfaction can be improved by
refining nursing workloads and the overall work environment. The implementation of a patient
acuity tool in determining nursing shift assignments seems like a prudent decision that can lead
to equitable, well balanced nursing workloads and it turn have a positive effect on job
satisfaction.
Data from the Clinical Agency Supporting Need for the Project
Case mix index (CMI) is defined as a measure of relative complexity and severity of
patients treated in hospitals (Garrison, 2013). CMI also serves as the main determinant of the
payment methodologies administered by third party payers and by the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS). Generally, CMIs greater than 1 suggest higher acuity and complexity
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of the patient population (Garrison, 2013). The project site facilitator at the proposed hospital
setting for this evidence-based practice (EBP) project provided the average CMI values for the
first and second quarter of 2016. Based on those values, the cardiovascular intermediate care
unit (CVIMCU) had an average CMI of 2.07 for the first quarter of 2016 and 2.874 for the
second quarter of the same year (chief nursing officer, personal communication, July 25, 2016).
As a comparison, the telemetry unit within the same hospital had a CMI of 1.524 for the first
quarter and 1.398 for the second quarter of 2016 (chief nursing officer, personal communication,
July 25, 2016). These numbers clearly demonstrate higher acuity and complexity of the patient
population within the CVIMCU as compared to similar telemetry units in the hospital. In addition,
the CVIMCU had a turnover rate of 28.6% in 2015 (chief nursing officer, personal
communication, July 25, 2016). According to Stokowski (2014), this value is 11.5% higher than
the reported national average of nursing turnover rates in 2015 which was 17.1%. High turnover
rates are closely related to nursing job dissatisfaction and can negatively impact the quality of
patient care, patient safety, and nursing job performance. The CVIMCU unit in this local hospital
was facing two major issues that can significantly influence nursing work environment, job
satisfaction, and patient care: high patient acuity and high nursing turnover rates. While turnover
can be related to many environmental and personal factors, job satisfaction, as demonstrated in
the literature, is one of the important determinants of nursing retention. Currently, nursing shift
assignments, are based on the personal and professional judgment of the charge nurses and
not on evidence supported patient acuity tools. As a result, often times nurses voice their
concerns with their patient assignments to the nursing manager at scheduled monthly unit
meetings. One of the main concerns often voiced at the meetings is the inability to equally
distribute time between all the patients assigned. Thus, incorporation of an acuity tool,
supported by the literature, in collaboration with all stakeholders at the organization including
the chief nursing officer (CNO), nurse manager, clinical nurse educators and staff nurses will be
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imperative in an effort to promote equitable nursing shift assignments and increase nursing job
satisfaction.
Purpose of the Evidence-Based Practice Project
Faced with nursing shortages, increased patient acuity, decreased length of hospital
stays and rising hospital costs, extensive research has been conducted to determine the ways
to offset the burden on nursing staff and increase nursing satisfaction (Harper & McCully, 2007).
The purpose of this EBP project was to (a) implement a patient acuity tool in the hospital unit,
(b) assess its effectiveness in appropriating nursing shift assignments, and (c) evaluate its effect
on nursing job satisfaction.
Compelling Clinical Question. Nursing job satisfaction is a complex issue that
depends on multiple factors. Literature identified nursing workload as one of the determinants of
job satisfaction therefore implementing an acuity tool in the hospital setting can affect nursing
workloads and hence increase nursing job satisfaction. As a result, the burning clinical question
that triggered the initiation of this EBP project was: What is the effect of a patient acuity tool
utilized in the CVIMCU when determining nursing shift assignments on nurses’ job
satisfaction?”.
PICOT Question. According to Fineout-Overholt and Stillwell (2011), a well-formulated
clinical question will lead to the best available evidence. The PICOT (patient population,
intervention of interest, comparison intervention or status, outcome, and timeframe) framework
was used to guide the project and develop a systematic approach to retrieving the best
available evidence. A well-developed clinical question in the PICOT format will augmented and
focused the process of this EBP project. The following PICOT question was developed: What is
the effect of a patient acuity tool utilized in the CVIMCU when determining nursing shift
assignments on nurses’ job satisfaction when compared to nursing shift assignments without a
patient acuity tool over a period of one month?
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Significance of the EBP Project
This EBP project was implemented in an effort to build on an already established body of
evidence and nursing science concerning interventions aimed to improve nursing job
satisfaction. The results may be beneficial to staff nurses, unit administrators, hospital
management, patients, and the healthcare organization as a whole. Healthcare organizations
might be able to further develop and refine the process of nursing shift assignments based on
patient acuity and improve nursing satisfaction and retention. This project was designed to bring
more awareness into the process of creating nursing shift assignments and to highlight the
complexity and rigorous demands of nursing care. Results might be utilized to implement a
more efficient system of nursing shift assignments hospital wide that will contribute to higher
nursing satisfaction, more efficient patient care and better nursing retention.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK, EBP MODEL, AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Theoretical Framework
Overview of Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework used to guide this project was based on the work of a
psychologist at Western Reserve University named Frederick Herzberg. In 1959, Herzberg in
collaboration with two colleagues, Mausner and Snyderman, published a book titled The
Motivation to Work. This book was the result of a lengthy research project that examined the job
attitudes of 203 engineers and accountants working in the nine factories near Pittsburgh (Adair,
2006). Participants were led through semi-structured interviews in which they were asked to
recall the instances when they felt exceptionally good and/or exceptionally bad about their jobs.
Based on the responses of the participants, the researchers derived categories of factors and
effects which led to the establishment of motivating and hygiene factors, essential components
of the Motivation-Hygiene Theory (MHT). MHT approach challenged the traditional assumptions
about job satisfaction that existed at the time. Prior to Herzberg’s theory, it was believed that job
satisfaction moved along a single continuum in response to changes in job conditions (Adair,
2006). MHT challenged this approach and proposed that the presence of motivating factors can
lead to job satisfaction but their absence does not necessarily lead to job dissatisfaction.
Motivation factors and hygiene factors are two separate entities and they do not follow the same
continuum. Motivation factors are effective at inspiring the individual to deliver the superior
performance and effort while the hygiene factors address the prevention of the dissatisfaction.
Within the MHT, the motivation factors are identified as: (a) recognition, be it notice, praise or
criticism; (b) achievement, in a form of successful completion of the job or solution to a problem;
(c) possibility of growth, opportunities for learning growth and acquiring new skills; (d)
advancement, change in the status or a position; (e) salary, wage or salary increase; (f)
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interpersonal relations, characteristics of the interpersonal interactions; (g) supervisiontechnical, competency/fairness of the superior; (h) responsibility, satisfaction given from being
granted responsibility; (i) company policy and administration, reflecting adequate or inadequate
organization and management; (j) working conditions, encompasses physical conditions of the
work; (k) work itself, actual doing of the job; (l) factors in personal life, instances in which work
interferes with personal life; (m) status, sign of status constituents in reaction to the job; and (n)
job security, encompassing signs of presence or absence of job security (Adair, 2006). Hygiene
factors are considered extrinsic to the job and if absent, can lead to job dissatisfaction. Five
hygiene factors are identified within the theory and include: (a) performance effects, remarks
concerning quality of work, (b) turnover, (c) mental health effects, (d) effects of interpersonal
relationships, and (e) additional effects, which include attitudes towards themselves, colleagues
and the profession (Adair, 2006).
Application of Theoretical Framework to EBP Project
MHT model has been widely used in a variety of settings, including nursing
environments, to assess the level of job satisfaction and potential factors leading to job
dissatisfaction. Relative simplicity and clarity, in addition to its focus on job satisfaction makes
MHT an ideal model for the development and guidance of this EBP project. The aim of this EBP
project was to examine the relationship of nursing job satisfaction as it relates to the patient
acuity assessment assignments. The focus of the project was to seek a change in clinical
practice (patient assignments with the utilization of an acuity tool) in order to balance nursing
workload, and in turn increase the level of job satisfaction.
MHT model encompasses many extrinsic and intrinsic factors that relate to job
satisfaction. The scope of the theory is very complex and wide. For the purposes of this EBP
project, and in the interest of practicality and limited time frame, only three motivating factors
(recognition, working conditions, and work itself) and two hygiene factors (performance effects
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and turnover) will be evaluated. In addition, supervision related to balance and fairness of the
nurse managers completing the acuity tool and making assignments and the possibility of
growth, as the staff nurses will be adapting a new skill utilizing the acuity tool when making
assignments were considered.
Recognition. An act of recognition is defined in Herzberg’s theory as one of the
essential motivating factors as it relates to job satisfaction. Recognitions can be delivered in the
act of a notice, praise or even criticism in the form of negative recognition (Adair, 2006). Miyata,
Arai and Suga (2015), emphasize the importance recognition plays in job satisfaction. Positive
recognition behaviors strongly influence the job satisfaction of staff nurses and are a very
prudent tool in the promotion of retention and prevention of burnout. Recognition was examined
in this project by evaluating staff nurses’ recognition of a job well done received by either their
manager, patient, or a coworker. This was delivered in the form of a written or verbal expression
and as a result of balanced patient workload achieved by the utilization of the acuity tool to
determine nursing assignments.
Working conditions. Adair (2006) refers to working conditions in the context of physical
conditions of the work itself. This concept includes the amount of work, facilities available, tools,
space, and other environmental conditions necessary to perform job duties accordingly. Several
studies investigated variables that influence the delivery of nursing care and its effect on nursing
job satisfaction. Among many variables, working conditions were intimately connected to job
satisfaction and optimal performance (Zurmehly, 2008). The acuity of the patient condition and
the amount of nursing care that the patient needs can vary. Balanced workload is the important
component of delivering quality nursing care. In the context of this EBP, a patient classification
tool was implemented as the means of proper allocation of nursing resources with the aim of
providing quality and safe nursing care.
Work itself. There is a consistent link between job dissatisfaction and high levels of
stress associated with high workloads, inappropriate skill mix, and increased complexity of care
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associated with high patient acuity. To differentiate between internal and external forces that
affect job satisfaction and performance, variables affecting nursing job satisfaction can be
divided into two categories: intrinsic and extrinsic. Work itself is one of the intrinsic variables and
refers to the nurse’s ability to complete the assigned job duties in the allotted period of time
(Hegney, Plank & Parker, 2006). The aim of this EBP project was to implement an evidencebased patient classification system (PCS) that provides better, more appropriated patient
assignments. Improved, balanced workloads will ultimately lead to less stress, better patient
outcomes, and increased job satisfaction of the nursing personnel.
Performance effects. Adair (2006) explains that the performance effects represent a
major category that contains three subcategories. The first category refers to the general
feelings and/or comments about work and encompasses the employees’ attitudes and feelings
about the overall, intrinsic value of the work (better or worse). The second category embraces
remarks about the rate of work, and the final category considers remarks concerning the quality
of work. It is evident that this category of hygiene factors would be included as an important
variable to consider during the planning of this EBP project. With the goal of improving work
flow, patient distribution, and quality of work, the inclusion of performance effects is an important
piece of the puzzle with the goal of increasing job satisfaction by more efficient patient
assignments.
Turnover. Nursing turnover is a major issue impacting the performance and profitability
of healthcare organizations. Healthcare organizations require a stable, highly trained and fully
engaged nursing staff to provide effective levels of patient care. High turnover rates affect the
quality of patient care, safety, satisfaction, and have a significant impact on the financial
resources of the healthcare organization (Sellgren, Ekvall & Tomson, 2007). Satisfaction with
employment is influenced by many factors, including work environment and personal attributes
of the nurse. Many studies demonstrate the close connection between nursing job satisfaction
and turnover rates (Hegney et al., 2006). The implementation of this EBP project proceeded
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with the intent to measure the levels of nursing job satisfaction as it relates to the
implementation of an evidence-based patient classification system. PCS in itself will not directly
affect nursing turnover. However, the demonstrated link of the PCS with better patient loads and
allocation of nursing resources can increase job satisfaction which, in turn, can positively affect
nursing turnover.
Strengths and Limitations of Theoretical Framework for EBP Project. Job satisfaction
and/or dissatisfaction is a process. In order to reach a certain level of job satisfaction, one has
to be engaged in the job for an extended period of time. Also, it is evident from the research and
MHT that job satisfaction is influenced by many factors. One of the limitations to the use of MHT
as a theoretical framework which guided this EBP project is the limited timeframe allotted for
implementation and evaluation. In order to change the perspective and satisfaction levels of
nursing staff, changes need to be implemented over a longer period of time and reassessed and
improved upon frequently. The requirements of this project did not allow for an extended time
period for evaluation nor the frequent reassessment of the proposed change in practice.
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Evidence-based Practice Model
Overview of EBP Model
In addition to the use of MHT, the evidence-based medicine model (EBM) was utilized to
augment and guide this EBP project. During the 1960s, Suzanne and Robert Fletcher
recognized the financial impact and declining quality that weak clinical standard practices had
on clinical practice. In order to improve the quality and cost of healthcare, they pioneered
increased awareness and advocated for the application of biomedical sciences into the clinical
arena (Thomas & Eaves, 2015). Building on their work, Dr. David Sackett, who introduced and
taught the first clinical course in epidemiology, began advocating for research that included
reduced bias in studies and improved randomization in clinical trials (Thomas & Eaves, 2015)
Following identification of the need for the application of new research by physicians at the
bedside, the initial concept of scientific medicine was introduced in the 1990s. In 1990, Dr.
Gordon Guyatt coined the term evidence-based medicine and the Journal of the American
Medical Association (JAMA) was created in order to disseminate literature high in quality and
levels of evidence (Sur & Dahm, 2011) The aim of the EBM model was to deliver optimal care
through the integration of the best available evidence augmented with patient preferences and
clinical values. Ultimately, the goal of the EBM model was to improve quality of care through the
integration and promotion of practices that are effective and efficient (Akonberg, 2005).
Application of EBP Model to Project. The EBM model provides a structural approach
to organizing and implementing this EBP project. Five essential steps were utilized in the
knowledge inquisition and generation of a practice change. These steps are (a) formulating a
clinical question, (b) finding the evidence, (c) appraising the evidence, (d) applying the evidence
and (e) evaluating the performance (Akonberg, 2005).
Generating the lasting change in clinical practice begins with the formulation of a clinical
question. The question should be clear, focused, and contain the following components: a)
population or a problem of interest, b) intervention, c) comparison and d) outcome (Akonberg,
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2005). For the purpose of this EBP project, the project manager observed the need for a change
in clinical practice in the context of a PCS when developing nursing shift assignments on a
CVIMCU of a local hospital. The project manager became interested in the topic of improving
the nursing work environment after witnessing high nursing turnover on this hospital unit.
Nursing job satisfaction was low, retention was low and nursing workloads were overwhelming
at times. In an effort to improve work environment and nursing job satisfaction, the burning
clinical question on how to improve nursing workload arose. The clinical question which guided
the undertaking of this project was “What is the effect of utilizing an evidence-based PCS during
the development of nursing shift assignments on nursing job satisfaction in comparison to not
utilizing a PCS when developing nursing shift assignments within the CVIMCU?” An extensive
review of the literature suggested that the implementation of a PCS when making nursing
assignments improves workload, workflow, promotes equitable nursing assignments and quality
of care, which in turn increases nursing job satisfaction. Currently, the CVIMCU is not utilizing
any PCS in determining nursing shift assignments. Assignments are based strictly on charge
nurse judgment and experience. Often times, this leads to unfair and overwhelming
assignments grounded by traditional practices rather than evidence-based methods. This not
only contributes to nursing dissatisfaction and burnout, but also negatively impacts patient care.
In an effort to improve nursing shift assignments and job satisfaction, the project manager
consulted with the nursing manager and chief nursing officer (CNO) at the hospital facility and it
was suggested that an intervention was needed to deliver better nursing shift assignments.
Based on the initial findings, the decision to move forward and explore more studies on this
topic was made.
Step two in the EBM model includes the process of finding the evidence. For the
purposes of the best, most efficient and fruitful process, various databases needed to be utilized
and the selection of the appropriate search terms was of essential importance. For the purposes
of this EBP project, the project manager searched multiple electronic databases for evidence
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high in quality. A research services and health sciences library liaison provided guidance in
creating and fine tuning the appropriate search terms used to find the existing PCS tools utilized
in other settings/facilities. Inclusion and exclusion criteria was developed in search for the best
available evidence and to help narrow the results.
The main objective of step three is to apply the process of effectively appraising the
evidence. Melnyk and Fineout-Overholt (2005) developed the following rating system for the
assessment of the quality of evidence: (1) Evidence from a systematic review or meta-analysis
of all relevant randomized controlled trials (RCTs), (2) Evidence obtained from well-designed
RCTs, (3) Evidence obtained from well-designed controlled trials without randomization (4)
Evidence from well-designed case-control and cohort studies( 5) Evidence from systematic
reviews of descriptive and qualitative studies (6) Evidence from a single descriptive or
qualitative study, (7) Evidence from the opinion of authorities and/or reports of expert
committees. The Melnyk and Fineout-Overholt (2005) rating system was used when critically
appraising evidence for this EBP project. Level I evidence is considered the highest level of
quality and strength and level VII evidence is considered the lowest quality of evidence. The
project manager’s main objective was to provide evidence from systematic reviews and metaanalyses (Level I) as these types of studies contain important information and strong evidence
necessary for practice change. To better augment and strengthen the search, high quality single
studies and randomized clinical trials were also included in the final selection of the literature
supporting project progression.
Step four in the EBM model is the application of evidence findings into clinical practice.
During this stage, a PCS will be developed as supported in the best available literature. This
process was developed with the help of the hospital CNO, nurse manager and nursing staff.
Evidence suggests that involvement of the nursing staff into the process of clinical change
produces the best and long lasting results. The process of PCS integration aimed to translate
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the best available evidence and integrate the findings into a local CVIMCU with the goal of
changing and improving clinical practice and nursing job satisfaction.
The final step in the EBM model is the evaluation of the practice change. Evaluation of
this project was conducted through the utilization of a pretest–posttest survey questionnaire
measuring nursing job satisfaction and perception of the improved work flow with the inception
of the PCS when making nursing job assignments. The final outcome of this project was to
improve the nursing workflow and work load which would ultimately lead to the increase in
nursing job satisfaction. Findings from this project was disseminated by means of poster, written
publications, and podium presentation.
Strengths and Limitations of EBP Model for EBP Project. According to the Canadian
Institute of Health Research (CIHR, n.d), three limitations are unique to the practice and
utilization of the EBM model. Those limitations include the need of the researcher to develop
new skills in searching and developing and critically appraising evidence identified within the
literature, limited time available to master and apply those skills and the slow process of
translation of evidence into practice. These limitations can also be applied to this EBP project. It
was very challenging for the project coordinator to learn the skills and obtain the best available
evidence related to the implementation of an acuity tool to increase nursing job satisfaction. The
process of acquiring and incorporating the evidence into practice is laborious and lengthy.
However, the EBM is a very organized, methodical and efficient step-by-step process which
guided the creation, implementation and evaluation of translating evidence-based interventions
into clinical practice.
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Literature Search
Sources Examined for Relevant Evidence
A search for relevant evidence-based sources was conducted to identify the best
available research articles related to the use of inpatient-based patient acuity tools and their
relationship to nurse job satisfaction and retention. The databases searched included CINAHL,
Medline via EBSCO, ProQuest Nursing and Allied Health Sources, JBI and Cochrane Library.
Initially, search terms used for the literature review were “acuity”, “patient acuity”, “job
satisfaction” and “nurse assignments”. Upon meeting with the Valparaiso University (VU)
research services and health sciences library liaison, the search term methodology was refined
and more directed and included the following keywords: "acuity tool" OR "nursing care intensity"
OR "patient acuity" OR "inpatient classification" OR "nurse assignment decision" retention OR
"staffing level" OR "nurse job satisfaction" OR "nurse staffing" OR retention. In order to maintain
consistent search strategies throughout each database, the use of MeSH (medical subject
heading) terminology was utilized. The search in all databases with the exception of Cochrane
Library and JBI was conducted using the same keywords and phrases. For the search within
JBI and Cochrane Library, the search terms “patient classification system” and “nursing acuity”
were utilized.
Inclusion criteria included articles that were (a) peer reviewed, (b) written in English, (c)
published between 2005-2016, and (d) incorporated a hospital-based intervention for patient
acuity. Articles were excluded from the review for the following reasons (a) implemented
interventions in the outpatient setting, (b) implemented interventions that allow for the
transformation of patient’s room to match the acuity level, (c) provided background information
on patient acuity only, or (d) implemented patient acuity tool in the emergency department. It is
important to note that three articles selected for literature review were conducted in Finland,
Sweden, and the Netherlands. While searching for the evidence, the project manager noted that
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some European countries, mainly Finland and Sweden, conducted and successfully
implemented PCS in their clinical practice. The use of PCS in these European countries was
developed in order to better serve a similar patient population, allocate nursing resources
appropriately, promote equitable nursing assignments and improve the financial health of the
institution. As a result, a considerable number of studies were published in these countries to
evaluate the effectiveness of the existing PCS tools. It seemed prudent to use this data in
guiding this EBP project.
A detailed review of the abstracts and elimination of duplicate articles generated a total
of 9 articles selected for the evidence-based support of the project. A relevant search within
CINAHL revealed a total of 73 abstracts. Upon the review of the abstracts, four articles were
selected for the inclusion in the body of evidence for the project. ProQuest generated the largest
number of abstracts totaling 472, three of which met the inclusion criteria and were selected for
inclusion in the body of evidence. Medline via EBSCO generated 53 abstracts, one of which
was a duplicate. None of the abstracts within this database met the inclusion criteria. A search
within JBI led to the retrieval of one article that was selected. The reference list of the JBI article
was used to conduct a citation chasing and obtain an additional research article that was highly
recommended by the expert who wrote the JBI clinical practice guideline (Level I evidence) for
the implementation of a patient acuity tool. The Cochrane Library search resulted in one
abstract that was rejected due to the implementation of the acuity tool in the emergency
department which was part of the exclusion criteria previously identified.
Levels of Evidence.
Nine pieces of literature were included in the final body of evidence for this project and
those included: one systematic review (Level I), one clinical practice guideline (Level I), one
correlational pilot study (Level IV), one case-control study (Level IV), three descriptive studies
(Level VI), one qualitative descriptive study (Level VI), and one quantitative correlational
research study (Level VI) [Table 2.1].
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Appraisal of Relevant Evidence
Melnyk and Fineout–Overholt’s (2005) rating system and the Critical Appraisal Skills
Programme [CASP] (2014) were utilized during the appraisal and hierarchical rating of evidence
for each research article. It is important to note that the CASP tool does not provide a
hierarchical rating but an assessment of quality and worthiness of the evidence based on a
series of questions. Those questions pertain to the study design, sample population, purpose of
the study and results, and are described in the literature review section for each research
article. Article that disclosed study design, sample population, purpose of the study and results
were arbitrarily assigned a grade A (good quality) from the project manager. Those that
disclosed most but not all of the information were assigned a grade B (fair quality) and those
missing most of the components were assigned a grade C (poor quality).
Level I Evidence
Van Oostveen, Ubbink, Veld, Bakker, and Vermeulen (2014) conducted a systematic
review of the evidence according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-analysis statement (PRISMA) to search for the association between factors or models and
the patient’s demand for hospital services in the non-high care hospital unit. The inclusion
criteria and articles selected for the review had very well focused inclusion criteria. The articles
eligible for this review had to have the following: a) explore the association between health
status parameters or patient characteristics and the demand for hospital services, b) be focused
on hospitalized patients of general hospital units, and c) use regression or correlation analysis
to explore the possible association between the two variables. The article was well written and
organized (Grade A). Study selection and characteristics of the included studies was very well
explained and detailed. Seventeen studies were included in the final selection and included
retrospective and prospective cohort studies. The quality of the selected studies was conducted
using the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE)
statement for cohort studies that includes important methodological aspects of the appraisal for
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cohort studies. Overall, authors reported the methodological quality of the selected studies to be
moderate to good. Potential sources of bias and funding were poorly reported in the selected
studies which may influence the quality of the results. The results were reported according to
the focus of the individual studies. Individual patient characteristics that were considered in the
studies involved: patient’s age (one study reported increase in cost with patients younger than
61, one in patients older than 65 and one reported no age influence on the hospitalization cost),
diagnosis, case mix index and nursing diagnosis, severity of illness, patient acuity and
comorbidity and correlation. Statistical values were not reported. Two studies considered the
association of gender and use of hospital services and reported lower cost in women than men.
Diagnosis and case mix contributed to 10% of hospital resources consumption, 18% to nursing
hours, and 26.3% to nursing workload as measured by PCS. Furthermore, severity of illness
contributed to 48% of nursing workload. Comorbidities such as hip fractures and depression had
reduced hospital cost. Heart failure patients that also had iron deficiency anemia showed an
increase in cost to the organization. One study reported higher cost for total number of
diagnoses and urinary tract and wound infections. One study determined that 70% of nursing
acuity is contributed to patient acuity and another study stated 37%. All the results were
expressed as percentages and no confidence intervals were given. The results of this
systematic review suggest that an array of factors influence the use of hospital services. These
include both organizational and patient related factors. More precisely, age, gender, medical
diagnosis, nursing diagnosis, severity of illness, patient acuity, comorbidity and complications
have been shown to influence the use of hospital resources the greatest. This implies that the
use of a combination of patient characteristics including patient acuity and organizational
characteristics will produce the best model for the efficient use of hospital services.
Tufanaru (2015) developed best practice recommendations regarding the best available
evidence that implies the important role patient acuity plays in nursing care. The evidence for
this practice guideline was derived from two systematic reviews that examined the patient
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related characteristics and nurse patient ratios as they related to the use of hospital services
and nursing resources. Seven observational studies and two expert opinions were also utilized
in the construction of this evidence based summary. The author did not report the search
methodology and there was no discussion on the quality of the selected studies. Best practice
recommendations were reported in narrative form, however there were no statistical values
available. Also, the author failed to mention the generalizability of the study or the source of
funding or potential sources of bias. Based on the reporting guidelines available within the
CASP tool, this piece of evidence was graded as poor quality (Grade C). Best practice
recommendations were given a grade A, highest through F, lowest and resulted in the following
recommendations:


Nurses should be aware of the specific acuity tools available (A).



Hospitals should use a validated acuity instrument (A).



Nurses should be involved in the development of the tool (A).



Nurses should be educated on the proper use of the tool (A).



Patient acuity assessment should be completed by the nurse caring for the patient (A).



Results of the assessment should be documented (A).



Acuity should be used in staffing decisions (A).

Patient acuity, its assessment, and the involvement of bed-side nurses in the development
and implementation of an acuity tool is of the essence for the effective and efficient use of
nursing resources in providing high quality care for patients. Recommendations in this review
suggest the clinical importance of having a well-developed, validated acuity tool in making
optimal, efficient staffing decisions.
Level IV Evidence
Pitkäaho, Ryynänen, Partanen, and Vehviläinen-Julkunen (2011) published a pilot study
that used a combination of retrospective time series and cross sectional survey data to examine
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the relationship of nursing intensity, work environment intensity, and nursing resources to nurse
job satisfaction. The aim of the study was well and clearly defined and the study design was
clearly identified. Nurse job satisfaction has been linked to better retention and less burnout.
This pilot study utilizes the Bayesian approach to make inferences about nursing job satisfaction
as it relates to multiple variables in the healthcare setting. Bayesian method is a probabilistic
statistical method that utilizes the quantitative data to make fewer assumptions than the
statistical regression method to make inferences about the likelihood of a particular outcome. All
the reporting guidelines were included in this piece of evidence and this article was given a
Grade A in quality. The sample for the study was extracted from a hospital job satisfaction
survey from six inpatient units of a medical clinic at a University hospital in Finland and included
responses from 98 nurses (N = 154). The Structure-Process-Outcome model (SPO) was utilized
to extract the data from the survey related to nursing job satisfaction. The validity and reliability
of the model was examined with the Cronbach’s alpha (= 0.95) and Spearman Brown’s
coefficient (= 0.86). Both tests demonstrated adequate internal consistency. The results
revealed a non-linear association between nurse job satisfaction and patient acuity. Low and
high patient acuity predicted a moderate or a high likelihood of nurse job satisfaction. There was
a 90% likelihood of low nurse job satisfaction in units with over 68.1% of the III and IV class
patient acuity, over 44.5 diagnosis related groups (DRGs), less than 60.36% of RNs and over
67.74% of nurse turnover. Moreover, there was a 99% likelihood of high nurse job satisfaction
when patient acuity and the amount of DRGs remained at the high level and skill mix was high
together with low nurse turnover. Also, fixed patient acuity to moderate showed 95% of low
nurse job satisfaction. Authors reported study limitations and discussed the importance of the
quality of data to the outcome of the study. The use of existing databases and the lack of
primary data collection implies the risk of error. Also, the generalizability of the study is limited
since this would require testing larger data sets. The source of funding and bias were not
reported in the study. Bayesian approach is a very useful method in assessing how changes in
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the level of patient acuity, skill mix, diagnosis, volume, and nurse turnover influences nurse job
satisfaction. Nurse leaders should consider the use of this tool in nursing staffing decisions and
to increase nurse job satisfaction and quality of patient care.
Rainio and Ohinmaa (2005) investigated financial and personnel resource management
using the RAFAELA (named by the original PCS authors) PCS. RAFAELA is a new PCS
developed in Finland in an attempt to optimize the use of nursing resources. It consists of three
parts (a) Oulu Patient Classification system (OPC) that encompasses the components of
nursing care (planning and coordination of care, breathing, circulation and disease symptoms,
nutrition and medication, hygiene, activity and rest, and teaching); (b) nurse resource registry;
and (c) Professional Assessment of Optimal Nursing Care Intensity level (PAONCIL). The
researches collected the data from Vasa Central Hospital in Finland from the years 2000 and
2001 to assess the allocation of nursing resources. The hospital units in 2000 had on average
77 days below the optimal level and 106 days above the optimal level. In 2001, 71 days were
below and 129 above the optimal level. Converting these results to personnel resources, in
2000 the employer lost 9.84 nurses and saved 11.8 nurses and in 2001 7.58 nurses were lost
and 14.32 saved. The quality of the study was fair. The authors did not disclose the study
design but the aim was clear and well stated. Additionally, the results of the study were entirely
dependent on the quality of data collected and were therefore inconclusive. Also, the study took
place on the general hospital wards and the generalizability is questionable. Hence, Grade B
was assigned for the quality of this article. The results of the study demonstrate the importance
of considering the scientific process when deciding on the allocation of the nursing resources.
Nursing care is a multidimensional entity and allocation of the nursing resources is dependent
on many factors. It is clear that the PCS should be utilized by staff management to create
equitable, optimal nursing assignments. This concept carries important financial consequences
for the health institution in terms of patient care and retention/satisfaction of nursing personnel.
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Level VI Evidence
Brennan et al. (2012) aimed to evaluate the implication of the patient acuity tool
implementation on the oncology unit and its ramifications for providing safe, quality patient care
and equitable nursing assignments. More specifically, the authors aimed to determine the
psychometric properties of the Oncology Acuity Tool (OAT) including inter-rater reliability,
content and concurrent validity, predictive validity and statistical difference in acuity within and
among patient diagnosis type. While the study design was not clearly stated within the article,
the article was very well written and organized. The study objectives and aim were clearly stated
and the methods proposed were well explained. In order to establish inter-rater reliability (IRR),
twenty randomly selected nurses were asked to rate six different acuity patient case studies and
the IRR was 0.95 (.91, .98), p < 0.001. Content validity was rated by 15 nurses and kappa
statistics results were as follows: 4 items (6%) were poor (k* of < 0.40). 6 items (9%) were fair
(k* of 0.40 - 0.59), 9 items (14%) were good (k* of 0.60 - 0.74) and 45 (70%) items were
excellent (k* > 0.74). Predictive validity was assessed in relation to patient falls and acute
response team involvement. Eleven patients sustained a fall and 26 patients had a rapid
response team consult during the study. Mean acuity scores during the shift for the event of
patients who had rapid response team involvement were significantly higher than the mean
acuity scores for non-rapid response team involvement patients (7.00 vs. 5.38, p = .001).
Concurrent validity included 128 independent measurements of the patient acuity collected on
the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) from 49 nurses and generated a Pearson’s r correlation score
of 0.58 (p = .01). Descriptive analysis portion of the study revealed that the bone marrow
patients had significantly higher acuity scores than hematology or oncology patients (6.30 vs.
5.29, p = .001: 6.30 vs 5.59, p = .01). This was a well written, Grade A quality article. The
results of the study indicate that the acuity tool is a sound and valid instrument in the oncology
patient population. The authors captured the difference in the interpretation of patient acuity and
its end-users (nurses). In essence, an acuity tool needs to capture all patient care needs,
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including both simple and complex tasks in order to adequately reflect the need for nursing
resources. Since the study was conducted on only one inpatient unit and one patient population,
generalizability of the study is one of the main limitations.
Hairr, Salisbury, Johannsson, and Redfern-Vance (2014) conducted a quantitative
correlational research study to examine the relationship between nurse staffing, job satisfaction
and nurse retention in an acute care hospital. The aim of the study and research methodology
was clearly stated. The authors used a consecutive sampling of the licensed RNs with at least
six months of acute care nursing experience (N=70). The Nursing Work Index (NWI) survey tool
was utilized to assess clinical nursing environment. This is the survey tool often used in the
literature as a gauge of nursing professional practice environment (Warshawsky & Haven,
2011). The study was well organized, disclosed all the reporting components utilized in the
CASP tool and was awarded a Grade A. The reliability of the survey tool had a Cronbach’s
alpha of 0.96. The first question on the survey tool utilized in this study examined the
relationship between job satisfaction and nurse-patient ratio. Job satisfaction was determined
using the Community of Practice (COP) subscale which was derived from the NWI. A weak
positive relationship was identified between COP and nurse staffing (59) =0.33, p = 0.01. The
second research question within the survey examined the relationship between job satisfaction
and nurse retention. A moderately strong negative correlation was demonstrated p (59) = -0.43,
p = 0.01. Additional questions examined the relationship between the number of patients
assigned and job satisfaction, where 75.4% of participants reported a correlation between
number of patients assigned and increased /decreased job satisfaction Also, 63.9% of nurse
participants stated that the current economic downturn influenced their decision to stay in their
current position. Results of this study indicate that nursing job satisfaction can be improved by
manipulating nurses’ professional environment including nurse staffing, nurse–patient ratio, and
better patient assignments. Improved nurse satisfaction will ultimately lead to better retention
and patient’s outcomes. This study provides a strong foundation for this EBP project because it
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demonstrates the importance of improving job satisfaction by focusing on improvements in the
nursing work environment.
Harper and McCully (2007) aimed to describe acuity systems development and
components as well as dissemination of a new acuity tool in a small rural hospital. The authors
did not disclose the study design and the aim was not clearly articulated. The overall quality of
the article was poor (Grade C), but it disclosed some important information on nursing work
conditions. While designing the tool, the authors considered two important questions a) Which
tasks take a considerable amount of time for a nurse to complete? and b) What is needed to
staff effectively while maintaining patient safety and producing desirable patient outcomes?
Stemming from these questions, five building blocks of the new acuity tool arose: medications,
complicated procedures, education, psychosocial issues, and complicated intravenous
medications. To establish validity and reliability, 14 effectiveness questionnaires, 10 relevance
questionnaires, and 31 practice tools were analyzed. Of the nurse participants, 77% (N =12)
rated the tool effective in its ability to serve as a nursing voice in patient care; 64% believed the
tool accurately discriminated between patients demonstrating its usefulness in staffing
considerations; 55% believed the categories represented the patient accurately; and 58% stated
that the tool is not time consuming. The five conceptual categories in the tool maintained an
“effective” content index and inter-rater reliability of 87%. The results of this study demonstrate
the importance of an acuity tool in nursing practice that incorporates the components of
medications, complicated procedures, education, psychosocial issues, and complicated
intravenous medications when making nursing shift assignments. This study is not only a voice
for managers to justify the need for more nursing resources but also for nurses to communicate
all of the rigorous and time consuming tasks required for optimal patient care.
Perroca & Ek (2007) investigated a PCS that was implemented in Swedish hospitals and the
nursing level of satisfaction with this tool. The study design was not stated but the researchers
used postal survey method to assess the level of satisfaction of nurses. Therefore, this article
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was labeled as fair quality (Grade B). Four main aspects of satisfaction were examined
including: simplicity of use and monitoring, time to complete, adequacy of classification, and
data use. Two main PCSs used in Swedish hospitals are titled the Zebra and Beakta. Zebra
contains four parts: the patient classification tool, the activity study, assessment of staffing, and
quality of nursing care when the unit is understaffed. Beakta method consists of three parts and
includes: workload measurement/patient assessment, activity study, and staffing. Eighteen
hospitals participated in the postal survey. The mean time for a nurse to classify patient
according to acuity was 1.3 (+/-1.2) to 3.6 (+/- 3.2) minutes. A satisfaction survey carried 20
questions related to the managers’ opinions of the PCSs in their wards. Scores ranged from 1
to5 and high scores denote a high concordance. Overall the viewpoints and scores from
managers can be summarized as follows:


PCS determines acuity level 2-3;



Identified changes in patients’ needs 4-4.5;



Is well accepted by nurses 3.5-4.5;



Is time consuming 3.5-5.0;



Indicators are easy to understand 3.5-4;



Nurses are satisfied with the PCS 3-4.

The researchers had a high number of unanswered questions (50%) which might be a major
limitation to their study since the results may not adequately reflect the nurses’ true opinion
about PCSs. One of the themes that emerged from this study was the importance of PCS
utilization with the incorporation of computer support to better augment the application and
utilization of the tool. Overall, the nurse managers seemed to have higher satisfaction with the
utilization of the PCS for workload and staff planning.
Kidd, Grove, Kaiser, Swoboda and Taylor (2014) conducted a descriptive study
evaluating the effectiveness of a newly implemented acuity tool in the progressive care unit of
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an Indiana hospital. Although the article is poorly written, the study design was not stated, the
study limitations and source of potential bias was not discussed (Grade C) the article was
selected based on the recommendations from the Joanna Briggs Research Institute (JBI)
clinical practice guidelines. The tool utilized in the article was highly recommended in clinical
practice guidelines published by JBI and received a high grade (A) for its utility and practicality.
The article has a valuable prescriptive and descriptive value and it can be used as a valued
resource in the development and utilization of the acuity tool in the clinical setting. Researchers
allowed staff nurses to compare an old acuity tool with the newly developed one and offer input
on what needs to be changed. Based on suggestions and evidence from the literature, a new
patient acuity tool was developed. An eight item survey measured nurse satisfaction with the
new acuity assessment process completed at 1 month before the new process, 6 months, and
12 months later. Results revealed 7% nurse satisfaction before the implementation of the new
tool and 55% 6 months following its introduction? Only a small number of nurses (21%) reported
consistency with the old acuity assessment and 89% after the implementation Large majority
(80%) of nurses reported that they do not feel that acuity assessment was the waste of time.
The results of this study suggest higher nursing satisfaction after the implementation of the
acuity tool. Also, it is demonstrated that the tool is simple and easy to use. This finding is
consistent with the purpose of this EBP project and it will be useful in its implementation.
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Construction of Evidence-based Practice
Synthesis of Critically Appraised Literature
The appraisal of the relevant literature allowed for an in depth and detailed
understanding of the importance of consideration of patient acuity when making nursing shift
assignments in promoting nursing job satisfaction. The literature offered the most effective
evidence based strategies and efforts of promoting equitable nursing assignments based on the
acuity of the hospitalized patient population. Selected, relevant studies were conducted in
diverse United States locations as well as Europe including Finland, Sweden and the
Netherlands. Sample characteristics varied from RNs to inpatient hospital units, hospitals, and
hospitalized patients. Nursing sample size varied from n = 15 (Harper et al. 2007) to n = 154
(Pitkaaho et al., 2010). One study included 12 general hospital wards as their sample size
(Ranio et al., 2005), one study utilized hospitals n = 12 as their sample (Perroca at el., 2007)
while one study included hospitalized patients in their sample population (Van Oostven et al.,
2014).
Three major goals emerged from the relevant studies when evaluating the underlying
purpose of the conducted research. Three studies evaluated the effectiveness of the existing
PCSs in relation to nursing job satisfaction (Harper at el., 2007; Kidd at el., 2014; Perroca at
el.,2007). RAFAELA study aimed to investigate the use of the existing RAFAELA PCS in the
Swedish hospitals with an intent to assess if it can be utilized for transferring of nursing
resources between hospital units based on the information received from nursing care intensity
classification (Rainio at el.,2005). Two research studies evaluated the relationship between
nurse staffing, work intensity, nursing resources, job satisfaction and nursing retention (Hairr at
el.,2014; Pitkaaho at el.,2010). One of the studies evaluated the psychometric properties of the
newly designed acuity tool and aimed to establish content and predictive validity of the
instrument (Brennan at el., 2012). VanOsteen at el (2014) conducted a kind of research that
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sets itself apart from other selected studies in the matter of different aim and different sample
population. This systematic review evaluated factors associated with the use of hospital
services including patient characteristics, case mix group, nursing diagnosis, severity of illness,
patient acuity, comorbidities, complications and admission and discharge factors.
Interventions proposed in the literature were commonly directed at those in the position
of management in the healthcare organizations. Many studies integrated cost analysis in the
core of their research and aim them at those able to make changes in the healthcare institution,
including higher management. To determine the impact of patient acuity on nursing work
environment and nursing satisfaction, studies commonly incorporated surveys and statistical
probabilistic method (Bayesian approach) to determine the cost effectiveness, simplicity,
generalizability, usability and nursing satisfaction with the existing acuity tools (Hairr at el, 2014;
Perroca at el., 2007; Pitkaaho at el.,2010). Data analysis from the patient healthcare resources
utilization was also conducted to determine the cost of labor and effective utilization of nursing
resources (Rainio at el., 2005).
Relevant studies demonstrated a strong evidence between nursing job satisfaction and
accurately determining patient acuity in nursing shift assignment and nursing workloads. Job
satisfaction has a direct positive correlation with nursing retention. Also, patient ratio and acuity
shows weak positive, non-linear relationship to job satisfaction (Hairr at el., 2014; Pitkaaho at
el., 2010). Furthermore, evidence demonstrates that (a) PCS accurately determines acuity level,
(b) identifies changes in patient needs (c) is well accepted by nurses (d)nurses are satisfied with
the usage of PCS (e) proper utilization of the validated tool can be fiscally prudent decision for
the organization (Perroca at el., 2007; Rainio at el., 2005). In addition, clinical practice
guidelines presented evidence based summary of the best practice recommendations regarding
patient acuity and its implication for nursing care and nursing assignments. The following
recommendations received the highest grade (A) for the implementation within the clinical
practice: (a) Nurses should be aware of the specific acuity tools available, (b)hospitals should
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use validated acuity instrument. (c) nurses should be involved in the development of the tool, (d)
nurses should be educated on the proper use of the tool, (e) patient acuity assessment should
be completed by the nurse caring for the patient, (f) results of the assessment should be
documented, (g) acuity should be used in staffing decisions (Tufanaru, 2015).
The evaluation of the relevant studies offered an essential insight into the importance of
patient acuity in determining nursing shift assignments. These evidence based interventions not
only promote positive working environment and increased nursing satisfaction but can also
significantly reduce the cost in the healthcare institutions and allow for optimal utilization of
nursing resources while providing quality patient care.
Best Practice Model Recommendation
The best practice model recommendations developed for this project was derived from
the evidence presented in the relevant literature. Patient acuity is an important determinant of
the nursing workload and should be considered in the nursing shift assignments. Balanced
workload can lead to equitable nursing shift assignments and can contribute to higher nursing
job satisfaction. Therefore, acuity assessment tool (see Appendix B) that was successfully used
in other hospitals and has a validated reliability was incorporated in the shift assignment
decisions to ensure better, equitable nursing assignments. The tool was adapted to the local
hospital’s unit in collaboration with unit nurses, as suggested by evidence. It is proposed that
implementing acuity tool in nursing shift assignments will promote well balanced nursing
workload and allow for more equitable shift assignments which will in turn increase nursing job
satisfaction.
How the Best Practice Model will Answer the Clinical Question
Based on the best available evidence collected from the evidence based sources,
utilization of the patient acuity tool in the inpatient hospital setting as a means to creating better
balanced nursing shift assignments will contribute to higher nursing job satisfaction. Creation
and utilization of the patient acuity tool and incorporating it into the daily workflow, as suggested
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by the evidence based model, helped answer the clinical question: “What is the effect of a
patient acuity tool utilized in the CVIMCU when determining nursing shift assignments on
nurses’ job satisfaction?”.
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Table 2.1
Levels of Evidence
Author (s)

Level of Evidence / CASP Grade

Brennan et al. (2012)

VI (A)

Hairr et al (2014)

VI (A)

Harper & McCully (2007)

VI (C)

Kidd et al. (2014)

VI (C)

Perroca & Ek (2007)

VI (B)

Pitkaaho et al. (2010)

IV (A)

Rainio & Ohinmaa (2005)

IV (B)

Tufanaru (2015)

I (C)

Van Oostveen et al. (2014)

I (A)

____________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTATION OF PRACTICE CHANGE
Creating nursing shift assignments based on patient acuity levels and incorporating the
usage of the newly created acuity tool was the main objective of the proposed practice change.
Utilization of the patient acuity tool allowed for more balanced and equitable nursing shift
assignments.
Participants and Setting
The EBP project was implemented at a local hospital located within Lake County,
Indiana. Permission for the project was obtained from the CNO of the hospital and unit
manager. Upon Valparaiso University (VU) Institutional Review Board (IRB) and hospital IRB
approval, current nursing demographics, patient acuity, and nursing satisfaction data was
collected from the CNO of the hospital. Dates and times for the implementation of the project
were decided upon, following the meeting with the CNO at the end of August, 2016. The
evidence based project was implemented from December 8, 2016 until January 10, 2017.
A convenience sample of 30 nurses employed at the CVIMCU of the local hospital were
recruited to participate in the project. All nurses were included in the sample regardless of age,
years of nursing experience, nursing degree, or leadership role (i.e. charge nurses). Nurses
willing to participate in the project were given a nursing job satisfaction survey titled the Nursing
Workplace Satisfaction Questionnaire (NWSQ) (see Appendix C) and a demographic survey
(see Appendix D) to be completed prior to the implementation of the patient acuity tool. The
purpose of the NWSQ was to determine the level of nursing satisfaction in regards to the job
conditions, including satisfaction levels with nursing job assignments. NWSQ was selected as
the tool to measure nursing workplace satisfaction because of its established reliability and
validity measures (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.90). Permission from Fairbrother et al. (2009 ) to use
the NWSQ tool was obtained in writing prior to the implementation of the EBP project. Nurses
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who declined participation in the survey were excluded from participation in the project,
including the educational in-service on the acuity tool use. Participants proceeding to complete
and return the project survey indicated consent to participate.
Outcomes
A descriptive pre-test/post-test design was utilized to assess the effectiveness of the
patient acuity assessment tool within nursing shift assignments on nursing workplace job
satisfaction. In accordance with supporting evidence, the elemental outcome of interest was an
improvement in nursing shift assignments as reflected in increased nursing job satisfaction.
Additionally, evidence suggests that improved nursing job satisfaction would ultimately lead to
better nursing retention for the healthcare organization.
Intervention
The project coordinator, in collaboration with the CNO, assembled a focus group that
included all the charge nurses on the CVIMCU (N=11), the unit nurse manager, and the project
coordinator. This group met in a few smaller cohorts during the week of December 5th-9th, 2016
and discussed and agreed upon all of the pertinent categories of patient care that would be
included in the patient acuity tool with the guidance from the current body of evidence identified
during the critical appraisal of the literature. Once the tool was created, it was shared with staff
nurses during the unit meeting and their input was strongly encouraged. Additionally, the tool
was posted in the nursing locker room for a one week timeframe and available for evaluation
and comments via written documentation on a provided form placed in a sealed drop-box. The
project coordinator also encouraged the staff RNs to voice input during the in-service and oneon-one training sessions during the week of December 5-9th, 2016. Supporting evidence
suggests that staff nurses should take an active role in establishment and implementation of a
patient acuity tool. Upon staff agreement and evaluation of the categories, the patient acuity tool
was formatted and prepared for use.
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Prior to the patient acuity tool implementation, the NWSQ was administered to all the
staff nurses willing to participate in the project. In this pre-test step, nursing job satisfaction was
evaluated and the satisfaction with the nursing workload was assessed. Additionally, the project
coordinator created two case studies (see Appendix E) utilizing data from the patient’s charts.
The purpose of the case studies was to allow for better understanding of the acuity tool using
real patient data and to ensure consistency among RNs in categorizing patients in the
appropriate acuity categories. Project coordinator held one on one educational sessions over
the course of one week. In order to reach all the participants, 25 brief, 15-20 minute educational
meetings were held on the CVIMCU. Following survey collection and upon completion of the
educational sessions, the finalized patient acuity tool was created and paper copies were made
available in the nursing station. Categories of the patient acuity including complicated
procedures, education, psychosocial/ therapeutic interventions, and medications (oral and
intravenous) were populated by the RN caring for the patient and an appropriate score was
calculated. Based on the score provided from each category, the staff RN generated a final
number (1- 60) that corresponded to the patient’s acuity score. Patients with the score of 1 to 15
were considered low acuity, 16 to 30 mild acuity, 31 to 45 moderate acuity and 45 or greater,
high acuity. Additionally, based on the scores, patients were assigned acuity levels ranging from
1-4 (1 being the lowest and 4 being the highest acuity). Charge nurses collected the data on
patient acuity at the end of each shift prior to shift change and used this data to make nursing
shift assignments. Whenever possible, charge nurses would assign a maximum of one level 4
acuity, two level 3 acuities, and one level 2 or level 1 acuity patient to each nurse staffing the
shift (patient to nurse ratio 4:1). The tool was implemented during a four-week period from
December 8, 2016 to January 10, 2017. The post-test step of this project was implemented in
January, 2017 (10-15th) using the same NWSQ survey to reassess nursing job satisfaction
following the implementation of the patient acuity tool.
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Planning
An email was sent to the focus group members asking for their availability for the
meeting that discussed the pertinent categories of the patient acuity tool. Due to scheduling
difficulties and availability issues, the project manager was not able to meet with all of the focus
group members concurrently. Instead, several one-on-one meetings were conducted during the
week of December 5th-9th, 2016 and input was collected from the nurse manager, two unit
clinicians and several charge nurses on the acuity tool categories tailored to the CVIMCU unit.
Upon approval, a paper copy that included all of the selected acuity categories was posted in
the staff break room and locker room along with a letter that explains the purpose of the tool
(see Appendix F). In addition, all staff nurses received an email detailing the purpose and
implementation of the EBP project (see Appendix G). Staff members were encouraged during
the training sessions to offer their input and submit it to the project manager via email as well as
the feedback sheet posted in the locker room. In addition, project manager was open for any
face to face feedback regarding the project.
Data
An email detailing the purpose and implementation of the EBP project was sent to all
staff nurses on the unit (N = 35) following the initial focus group session. The purpose of the
email was to explain the project and to assure nursing staff members that their participation in
the program is strictly voluntary. Staff members were informed that the project manager would
also conduct a pre-test/post-test nursing job satisfaction survey. Additionally, nominal incentives
such as coffee and donuts were available during the educational session as an expression of
gratitude for participation in the EBP project.
Measures
Following the educational sessions with staff RNs, the pre-test nursing job satisfaction
and demographic survey were distributed to all staff RNs. Pre-test survey clearly stated that the
participation in the project was voluntary and filling in the survey indicated consent. The survey
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that measured nursing job satisfaction termed Nursing Workplace Satisfaction Questionnaire
(NWSQ) developed by Fairbrother, Jones and Rivas (2009) was utilized without any
modifications from the project manager. NWSQ had a reported Cronbach’s Alpha 0.9 and was
used as a sound measurement of nursing job satisfaction. The survey addressed three
important sections of job satisfaction: intrinsic, extrinsic and relational domains. The intrinsic
section included questions on how much enjoyment one gets from his/her job, extrinsic inquired
about doing the job and the relational component provided information about colleagues and
work relationships. In addition, a demographic survey was distributed to collect data on the
sample population. Following the implementation of the acuity tool, a post-test job satisfaction
survey (same as pre-test) and acuity tool survey (Appendix I) was distributed to all the RNs that
participated in the project. Both, pre-and post-test surveys along with demographic and acuity
tool surveys only took 5-10 minutes to complete.
Collection
The project coordinator obtained a list of all nurses currently employed at the CVIMCU
unit of the local hospital prior to the start of program implementation. A survey code sheet (see
Appendix H) was utilized to assure confidentiality of the sample population. Code numbers were
randomly assigned to each participant by pulling a number from the hat. The NWSQ contained
only preassigned numbers and omitted disclosure of any personal information. Participants
were instructed to complete the survey and place the completed forms in a sealed survey box
located in the employee locker room. Survey data was retrieved daily for 5 days, transferred in a
locked briefcase, and kept confidential in a safe box within the project manager’s home. Project
surveys will be stored within a safe box at the project manager’s home for a period of 5 years
and shredded as confidential waste at that time.
Management and Analysis
Participants names and demographic information will not be shared or published in any
presentations or publications. Demographic data was collected prior to implementing the
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project intervention and was utilized to formulate descriptive analysis of the sample. Data
collection will be treated with high confidentiality and will be kept in a secure, locked location.
Data analysis and the project evaluation were written after the collection of data was completed.
Protection of Human Subjects
Protection of human rights was ensured through various mechanisms. The project
manager completed training offered through the National Institute of Health (NIH) and obtained
a certificate of completion for the course in human rights protection prior to project
implementation. Permission to implement and complete the EBP project was obtained from the
on-site CNO. Additionally, IRB approval was obtained from Valparaiso University and the local
hospital. Consent for the participation in the study was obtained from each study participant and
participation in the study was strictly confidential. Personal information was collected and
treated with utmost confidentiality and only demographic data was analyzed. In addition, all the
data was kept in a secure location accessible only to the project manager. This EBP project
manager did not use any procedures on human subjects but rather collected information to
assess the effectiveness of the proposed intervention. Participants were not exposed to any
known risks and there was no utilization of any invasive techniques.
The project did not expose its participants to any physical, psychological or emotional
risks. Participants were not compensated for the participation in the EBP project but were
offered the opportunity to improve working conditions and job satisfaction by utilization of a
patient acuity tool for optimal nursing shift assignments. The project site might benefit from the
implementation of this EBP project if the data findings are used in the future to optimize nursing
shift assignments and increase nursing staff satisfaction on other hospital units.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Development and incorporation of the patient acuity tool in appropriation of nursing shift
assignments was designed in an effort to provide evidence based intervention that will improve
nursing job satisfaction. The project manager developed this program to determine if the usage
of the patient acuity tool will impact nursing job satisfaction by providing better balanced nursing
shift assignments. The following data analysis provides details program outcomes and
compares the nursing job satisfaction following the utilization of the patient acuity tool in nursing
shift assignments to the previous standard consisting of nursing shift assignments based on the
judgment of charge nurse and without any formal guidelines or tools.
Sample Characteristics
At the time of project implementation, CVIMCU unit employed 30 RNs and all of them
were eligible to participate in the program. Of the 3 RNs, 25 agree to participate in the EBP
project and proceeded with filling in the demographic and nursing job satisfaction survey. Only
20 RNs completed the program and participated in the pre/post-test nursing job satisfaction
survey and demographic and acuity tool survey. Five RNs declined participation in the project,
three RNs that completed the pretest portion of the survey left the unit prior to the project
completion and two RNs declined the post-test surveys and were excluded from the data
analysis. This group of 20 RNs was used within all the evaluation methods to maintain
consistency for the project analysis. Most RNs completing the survey (n = 20) were females
(80%) and only 20% (n = 5) of the sample were males. Large majority of the sample (n = 22)
were Caucasians (88%) followed by one Hispanic (4%), one African American (4%) and one
Asian RN (4%). Most RNs, 60%, were between the ages of 26-40 (n = 15), followed by those in
the age range of 25 or under at 28% (n=7) and only 12% of RNs (n = 3) were between the ages
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of 41-55. Most RNs, 76% (n = 19) had a bachelor degree, following by 20% (n = 5) of RNs with
an associate degree and only one nurse (4%) with a Master’s degree. Only 5 RNs (20%) were
pursuing a bachelor degree in nursing. Nursing experience and lengths of time on the unit was
also assessed within the demographic survey. Nursing experience was evenly distributed with
32% or RNs (n = 8) reporting 0-12 months of nursing experience, 32%(n = 8) with 13 months to
4 years of experience, followed by 24% (n = 6) of those with 5-8 years of experience and lastly
those with >10 years of nursing experience at 12% (n = 3) [Diagram 4.1]. Experience on the unit
was similarly distributed with 40%( n = 10) RNs with 0-12 months of experience on the unit,
16% (n = 4) with 12-24 months, 32% (n = 8) 25 months – 5 years and lastly 12% of RNs (n = 3)
with >5 years of experience on the unit [ Diagram 4.2] Only 20% (n = 5) of RNs with associate
degree reported pursuing a bachelor degree in nursing. None of the participants were pursuing
an advanced degree in nursing. Large majority of the sample (80%, n = 20) never utilized an
acuity tool in the past. Five RNs, (20%, n = 5) reported an experience with the acuity tool in the
past and of those 4%(n = 1) rated the experience as poor, 4%(n=1) as fair, 4% (n = 1) as
average, 4%(n = 1) as average and 8% (n = 2) as good.
Instrument Reliability
Nursing Workplace Satisfaction Questionnaire (NWSQ) utilized within this project was
not modified from its original version and was used with the permission of the authors.
Fairbrother, Jones and Rivas (2009) designed NWSQ to evaluate the nursing job satisfaction
based on the three validated (intrinsic, extrinsic and relational) domains. According to
Fairbrother at el. (2009), NWSQ had the following variability and internal consistency
measurements: intrinsic domain (items 1-6) Cronbach’s Alpha 0.89 (M=13.4, SD=4.8), extrinsic
domain (items 7,8,9,11,12) Cronbach’s Alpha 0.74 (M=12.3, SD=3.4) and relational domain
(items 15-18) Cronbach’s Alpha 0.87 (M=7.5, SD =2.7). According to Fairbrother at el. (2009),
item 10 was removed from domain scoring as accounted for by item 7 since they are both
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capturing workload related feelings. Items 13 and 14 were not included in the internal
consistency analysis as they were considered as ‘fundamental’ stand-alone respondent
descriptors and were not theorized or utilized as contributors to the extrinsic domain score
(p.16). Total Cronbach’s Alpha was reported at 0.9 (M=35.5, SD=9.6). The following data
represents variability and internal consistency of the NWSQ used in this EBP project during
pre/post implementation phase. Items 10, 13 and 14 were excluded from the Cronbach’s Alpha
calculation to maintain consistency with the instrument validity and reliability (see Table 4.1 and
4.2). Reliability of the selected tool supported within the literature provided a solid foundation for
use within this EBP project.
Statistical Testing and Significance
To determine the effectiveness of the patient acuity tool utilization in appropriating more
balanced nursing shift assignments, hypothesized to increase nursing job satisfaction, the
NWSQ was distributed to consenting nurse participants pre- and post-implementation and the
acuity tool evaluation survey was distributed post-implementation only. Pretest and posttest
surveys were administered six weeks apart. NWSQ survey uses five point Likert scale to score
items in three domains: intrinsic, extrinsic and relational. The responses range from fully agree
(coded as value 1 in statistical testing), agree (value 2), partly agree/disagree (value 3),
disagree (value 4) and definitely disagree (value 5). Paired sample t-tests were utilized to
determine if the results were statistically significant in a pre/post-test design within the same
group of participants. All statistical testing was conducted using the Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 24 (2015).
Significance
Intrinsic Domain of the NWSQ. The first six items in the NWSQ survey (1-6) were intrinsic in
nature. The purpose of these items was to seek the information about happiness, enthusiasm
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and meaning within one’s workplace. Although intrinsic in nature, these items are all dependent
on the relationship of one’s self and work place environment (Fairbrother at el., 2009). A paired
sample t-test was calculated to compare the means of all six item on the domain I of NWSQ and
compared them to the means of the same six items following the implementation of the patient
acuity tool. The mean on the item number 1(My job gives me a lot of satisfaction) pretest was
2.10 (SD=.76) and the mean on the post-test was 2.00 (SD=.92). No significant difference was
found on item number one between pre- acuity tool implementation and post acuity tool
implementation (t (19) =.438, p>.05). Item number 2 (My job is very meaningful for me) yielded
a pre-test mean of 1.95 (SD=.89) and post-test mean of 1.65 (SD=.67). No significant difference
was found on item number two between pre- acuity tool implementation and post acuity tool
implementation (t (19) =1.83, p>.05). Item number 3 (I am enthusiastic about my present work)
scored pre-test mean of 2.25 (SD=.7864) and post-test mean of 2.05 (SD=.8870). No significant
difference was found on item number three between pre- acuity tool implementation and post
acuity tool implementation (t (19) =1.17, p>.05). Item number 4 (My work gives me an
opportunity to show what I’m worth) had a pre-test mean of 1.95(SD=.79) and post -test mean
of 1.80 (SD=.77). No significant difference was found on item number four between pre- acuity
tool implementation and post acuity tool implementation (t (19) =.1.14, p>.05). Item number 5 (In
the last year, my work has grown more interesting) resulted in the pre-test mean of 2.20
(SD=1.19) and post-test mean of 2.1500 (SD=1.08). No significant difference was found on item
number five between pre- acuity tool implementation and post acuity tool implementation (t (19)
=.195, p>.05). Item number 6 (It’s worthwhile to try in my job) resulted in a pre-test mean of
1.55 (SD=.76) and the same mean for post-test of 1.55 (SD=.76). No significant difference was
found on item number five between pre- acuity tool implementation and post acuity tool
implementation (t (19) =.000, p>.05) [See table 4.3]
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Extrinsic Domain of the NWSQ. The extrinsic domain of the NWSQ addressed items
regarding care delivery and the job itself. This domain includes items 7-13. This domain
examines the feelings and opinions of the employees in regards to their capability to function
well within the hospital unit. The main idea of this domain is to provide information on how job
satisfaction relates to the contemporary workplace in terms of being an inhibitory or enabling
environment (Fairbrother et al., 2010). A paired samples t-test was calculated to compare the
means of all six items on domain II of the NWSQ pre- and post-implementation of the patient
acuity tool. An independent-samples t test comparing the mean scores of the participants who
either selected fully agree or agree that they feel able to learn on the job pre- and post-job
satisfaction survey found a significant difference between the means of the two groups (t (19) =
-2.67, p <.05). The mean of the pre-test survey participants who responded positively (fully
agree or agree) to feeling able to learn on the job (M = 1.75, sd = .55) was significantly lower
than the mean of the post-test survey participants who responded positively (fully agree or
agree) to feeling able to learn on the job (M = 2.1, sd = .85) [See table 4.4]. In the process of
creating a NWSQ, this item was considered a fundamental descriptor of the subject’s
contemporary position regarding practice confidence and an overall view of the unit operations
(Fairbrother et al., 2010). It can be assumed that with the introduction of the patient acuity tool,
the overall operations of the unit were more organized and balanced and RNs felt that they had
more time to learn on the job as a result of more balanced nursing shift assignments. The
remaining items on the extrinsic portion of the survey including statements concerning collegial
support, role functionality, time management, and conflict resolution were not statistically
significant (p >.05). Table 3.3 demonstrates the differences in the means between the pre/post
satisfaction survey questionnaires on the extrinsic portion of the NWSQ.
Relational Domain of the NWSQ. The final domain of the NWSQ, titled the relational domain,
addresses the support for empathic approaches to clinical practice (Fairbrother at el., 2010).
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This domain contains items 14-17. Statements within the relational domain investigate the ability
of the nurse to make connections with his/her coworkers and build trusting relationships within
the work environment. Also, concepts within this domain explore the feelings of individuals
towards their belonging to the team. A summary of means and SDs pre- and postimplementation for domain III within the NWSQ can be viewed in Table 4.6. Paired sample ttests on the items of the relational domain demonstrated that there was statistical significance (p
>.5), indicating that nurses’ thoughts and feelings about colleagues and sense of belonging to
the team did not change as a result of this EBP project.
Acuity tool survey. An acuity tool assessment survey was distributed one week post
EBP project implementation to examine the impressions and feelings of nurses toward the
usefulness and applicability of the acuity tool in the clinical setting. Twenty RNs completed the
acuity tool survey. Overall, the large majority of nurses had very positive impressions of the tool
and its usage in clinical practice. Over half of the nurses taking the survey (60%) stated that the
acuity tool showed marked improvement in equity of nursing shift assignments. Of the
participants responding to the survey, all agreed that the process of completing the acuity tool
was quick and easy. Also, 85% of the nurses participating in the project stated that they would
like to continue the practice of appropriating nursing shift assignments based on patient acuity
assessments using the adapted acuity tool after the project is completed. More than half of
those participating in the project (55%) stated that their nursing shift assignments are better
balanced since the implementation of the acuity tool. In addition, 55% of participants stated that
the utilization of the patient acuity tool enhanced quality of patient care. However, 40% of
participants stated that the utilization of the patient acuity tool adds to their workload. It is
interesting to note that 25% of those participants had 0-12 months of experience on the unit. A
chi-square test of independence was calculated comparing the years of nursing experience on
the unit and those that responded yes to the question “I feel that the use of the new acuity
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assessment tool adds to my workload”. No significant relationship was found (x ² (6) = 5.72, p
>.05) between the experience on the unit and the statement that the usage of the acuity tool
adds to the job workload. Acuity tool survey assessed if the RNs felt that their suggestions
during the development of the tool were taken into consideration. Large majority (85%) of RNs
answered yes to this question. Almost all RNs participating in the project (95%, n=19) stated
that they felt confident in their abilities to perform patient acuity assessment post educational inservice. In addition, only 5 participants (20% ) reported using an acuity tool in the past prior to
project implementation. Of those five, only two participants (40%) stated that the usage of acuity
tools contributes to the increase in the workload. A chi-square test of independence was
calculated comparing previous nurse experience with an acuity tool and those that responded
yes to the question “I feel that the use of the new acuity assessment tool adds to my workload”.
No significant relationship was found (x² (2) =1.33, p>.05) between nurses’ previous utilization
of an acuity tool and the statement that the usage of the tool adds to the workload.
Before the implementation of the acuity tool and during the educational in-service
session, the project manager developed two case studies to better demonstrate the utilization of
the acuity tool. Case studies were modeled based on the information from patient charts within
the CVIMCU. Following the educational sessions on how to use the acuity tool, the project
manager distributed case studies to all the RNs participating in the project (N=25). The acuity
tool contained four columns and five rows. It also contained five major categories that were
identified in the literature. All the items in column 1 (across all the categories) were worth 1
point, two points in column 2, three in column 3 and four points in column 4. The RN completing
the tool had to check off all the items pertaining to the patient and add the final score on the
bottom. Scores 1-5 would place the patient in acuity category 1, 6-9 in acuity category 2, 10-15
in acuity category 3 and ≥ 16 in acuity category 4. Psychosocial interventions category was the
only one that was subjective and open for interpretation. Due to this feature, while completing
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case studies 23 RNs (92%) placed the patients in the case studies in the correct category. Two
RNs (8%) had a slight variation in points and acuity category rating assignments because they
assigned more points to a psychosocial category than recommended.
Upon completion of the project, acuity levels were calculated and compared between
day shift and night shift using the completed acuity tools. This was done at the request of the
staff RNs in order to compare the acuity across shifts and to get an idea of the patient acuity on
the unit. The mean acuity level for day shift was 2.4 (SD.98) and 2.3 (SD=.94) for the night shift.
Diagram 4.1
Nursing experience
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Diagram 4.2
Nursing experience on the CVIMCU
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Table 4.1
NWSQ variability and internal consistency pretest (N=25)
Domain

Items (n=)

Mean

SD

Range

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Intrinsic (items 1-6)

6

1.99

3.69

0.72

.85

Extrinsic (items 7-9,11,12)

5

2.10

2.00

1.36

.55

Relational (items 15-17)

3

4.84

1.68

0.08

.93

Total

14

1.95

5.75

1.48

.84
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Table 4.2
NWSQ variability and internal consistency post-test (N=20)
Domain

Items (n=)

Mean

SD

Range

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Intrinsic (items 1-6)

6

1.867

4.047

.600

.875

Extrinsic (items 7-9,11,12)

5

2.240

2.504

1.100

.654

Relational (items 15-17)

3

1.733

2.015

.150

.927

Total

14

1.971

6.492

1.400

.848
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Table 4.3
Intrinsic Domain: How much you enjoy your job
Reported in frequency (%)

My job gives me a
lot of satisfaction
My job is very
meaningful for me
I am enthusiastic
about my present
work
My work gives me
an opportunity to
show what I’m
worth
In the last year,
my work has
grown more
interesting
It’s worthwhile to
make an effort in
my job

Fully agree

Agree

Disagree

Pre /Post-test
13(52) / 7 (35)

Partly
agree/disagree
Pre /Post-test
7(28)/5(15)

Pre/Post-test
5(20) /7(35)
8(32) /9(45)

12 (48) /9(45)

4(16) /2(10)

1(4) /

3(12) /6(30)

14(56) / 8(40)

7(28) /5(25)

7(28) / 8 (40)

13(52) / 8(40)

5 (20) /4 (20)

7 (28) / 7(35)

10 (40) / 6(30)

4(16) /4(20)

15(60) / 12 (60)

7(28) / 5 (25)

3 (12) / 3 (15)

Pre/Post-test
- /5(15)
-

Definitely
disagree
Pre/Post-test
- / -

/ -

1(4) / 1(5)

-

/ -

/ -

-

/ -

-

3(12) / 3(15)

-

/ -

1(4) / -

-

/ -
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Table 4.4
Means of presurvey and post-survey questionnaire items on the extrinsic domain.
Question

Mean (pre /post)

SD (pre/post)

I have enough time to deliver
good care to patients

1.55 / 2.95

.76 / .89

I have enough opportunity to
discuss patient problems with
colleagues

2.30 / 2.40

.73 / .81

I have enough support from
colleagues

1.70 / 1.80

.66 / .67

I function well on a busy ward

2.10 / 2.10

.64 / .55

I feel able to learn on the job*

1.75 / 2.10

.55 / .85

I do not feel isolated from my
colleagues at work

1.60 / 1.90

.50 / .94

I feel confident as a clinician

1.95 / 2.10

.79 / .72

*Indicates statistically significant value
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Table 4.5
Paired-samples t test of the extrinsic domain
Question

SD

t

df

Sig (2 tailed)

I have enough time to deliver good care to patients

1.08

.00

19

.8

I have enough opportunity to discuss patient
problems with colleagues
I have enough support from colleagues

.89

-.25

19

.45

.88

-.77

19

1.0

I function well on a busy ward

.92

.00

19

.12

I feel able to learn on the job

.59

-2.67

19

.02

I do not feel isolated from my colleagues at work

.81

-1.93

19

.07

I feel confident as a clinician

.17

-1.17

19

.26
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Table 4.6
Extrinsic Domain: Doing your job
Reported in frequency (%)

I have
enough time
to deliver
good care
to patients
I have
enough
opportunity
to discuss
patient
problems
with
colleagues
I have
enough
support
from
colleagues
I function
well on a
busy ward
I feel able to
learn on the
job
I do not feel
isolated
from my
colleagues
at work
I feel
confident as
a clinician

Fully agree

Agree

Partly
agree/disagree
Pre-test /Posttest
18(72) /15(75)

Pre-test
/Post-test
2(8) / -

Pre-test /Posttest
1(4) /3(15)

3(12)/1(5)

11(44)14(70)

3(12) / 2(10)

10(40)/6(30)

12(48) /11(55)

3(12) / 3(15)

4(16) / 2(10)

13(52) 15(75)

8(32) / 2(10)

7(28) / 3(15)

15(60) /14(70)

3(12) / 2(10)

9(36) / 6(30)

16(64) /11(55)

7(28) / 4(20)

13(52) /10(50)

Disagree
Pre-test
/Post-test
3(12) / 2 (10)

-/ 3(15)

-

/-

/-

-

/-

-

/ 1(5)

-

/-

-

/ 1(5)

-

/-

-

/ 2(10)

-

/-

5(20) / 6(30)

-

/-

-

Definitely
disagree
Pre-test
/Post-test
1(4) / -

/ 1(5)

-

-

/-
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Table 4.7
Means of pre-and post-survey questionnaire items on the relational domain.
Question

Mean

SD

(pre/post)

(pre/post)

It’s possible for me to make friends among my colleagues

1.65 / 1.70

.59 / .57

I like my colleagues

1.55 / 1.65

.60 / .59

I feel that I belong to a team

1.60 / 1.80

.68 / .89

I feel that my colleagues like me

1.65 / 1.75

.59 / .64

Table 4.8
Paired samples t-test for the relational domain
Question

SD

t

df

Sig (2 tailed)

It’s possible for me to make friends among my colleagues

.69

-.33

19

.75

I like my colleagues

.55

-.81

19

.43

I feel that I belong to a team

.70

-1.29

19

.21

I feel that my colleagues like me

.55

-.81

19

.43
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Table 4.9
Relational Domain: The people you work with
Reported in frequency (%)

Fully agree

Agree

Pre /Post-test

Pre /Post-test

10(40) / 8(32)

13(52) / 11(44)

Partly
Disagree
agree/disagree
Pre /Post-test
Pre
/Post-test
2(8) / 1(4)
- /-

12(48) / 8(32)

12(48) /11(44)

1(4) / 1(4)

-

/-

-

/-

11(44) / 7(28)

12(48) / 12(48)

2(8) / -

-

/-

-

/
1(4)

I feel that my
10(40) / 7(28)
colleagues like me

14(56) / 11(44)

1(4) / 2(8)

-

/-

-

/-

It’s possible for
me to make
friends among my
colleagues
I like my
colleagues
I feel that I belong
to a team

Definitely
disagree
Pre /Posttest
- /-
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Table 4.10
Acuity tool assessment scores (N = 20)
____________________________________________________________________________
Question

Yes (%)

No (%)

Not Sure (%)

____________________________________________________________________________
Q 1. I feel that the new acuity assessment tool showed marked improvement in equity of nursing
shift assignments.
60

5

35

Q 2. Completing an acuity assessment tool was easy and quick
100

0

0

Q 3. I feel that incorporating an acuity assessment tool in distribution of nursing shift
assignments is unnecessary use of my time
0

95

5

Q 4. I would like to continue the practice of acuity assessments using the acuity tool after this
pilot project
85

0

15

Q 5. I feel that the use of the new acuity assessment tool adds to my workload
40

45

15

Q 6. My feedback and suggestions during the development of the acuity assessment tool were
taken into consideration
85

0

15

Q 7. Utilization of the acuity assessment tool enhanced the quality of care provided to patients
on the unit
55

5

40

Q 8. After the educational in-service on the acuity tool I felt confident in my ability to perform
patient acuity assessments
95

5

0

Q 9. I feel that I have more time for my patients since the assignments are better balanced
55

20

25

Q 10. I have used an acuity tool in the past that was similar to this one
0
Diagram 4.3

10

85

60
Job satisfaction
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CHAPTER 5
The results of this EBP project provide direction for improving nursing job satisfaction
through the usage of a patient acuity tool in nursing shift assignment appropriation. The EBP
project was design to answer the PICOT question: “What is the effect of a patient acuity tool
utilized in the CVIMCU when determining nursing shift assignments on nurses’ job satisfaction
when compared to nursing shift assignments without a patient acuity tool over a period of one
month?”. Meticulous examination of the collected data results from this EBP project can extend
valuable information on the value of the acuity tool implementation in the clinical setting, and its
impact on nursing job satisfaction.
Explanation of Findings
Although there was no statistical significance in nursing job satisfaction pre-and- post
EBP project implementation, careful examination of the results can offer precious information on
the usage of the patient acuity tool in the clinical setting. The concept of job satisfaction is very
complex and multifactorial. The NSWQ survey utilized within this EBP project offered insight into
various components of nursing job satisfaction. The questionnaire was divided into three
sections that explored various aspect of nursing job satisfaction including (a) information about
happiness, enthusiasm and meaning within one’s workplace; (b) care delivery and job itself; and
(c) the ability of RNs to make meaningful and trusting connections with his/her coworkers in
their work environment. The idea behind the utilization of the patient acuity tool in the clinical
setting was to create better balanced nursing shift assignments and in turn potentially increase
nursing job satisfaction. Since the concept of job satisfaction is very broad and it depends on
multiple factors, utilization of the acuity tool represents only a small piece of a large puzzle that
is job satisfaction. Hence, test results generated as a result of this project need to be carefully
examined since they can offer valuable information for those in the management positions.
Even though the results were not statistically significant, standard deviation increased from pre-
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implementation to post implementation on nearly every item in the NWSQ survey. This indicates
positive attitudes of RNs toward the use of the patient acuity tool in the clinical arena. More
specifically, the item that specifically address job satisfaction showed an increase in standard
deviation from 2.10 to 2.00, indicating that RNs were more satisfied with their jobs post acuity
tool implementation. In addition, one item on the NWSQ showed statistical significance (I feel
able to learn on the job), described by Fairbrother et al. (2009) as the fundamental descriptor of
one’s position regarding practice confidence and overall operations. It can be speculated that
the utilization of the acuity tool influences better clinical operations in the hospital unit by better
balanced assignments, leaving enough time for the RNs to learn on the job and feel more
confident as clinicians. Secondary outcomes of this EBP project showed very promising data for
the utilization of the patient acuity tool in the clinical setting. Little over half of the RNs
participating in the project, indicated that the acuity tool showed marked increases in the equity
of nursing shift assignments. Also, over two thirds of the participants would like to continue the
use of the tool upon completion of the project. This EPB project was very short in duration and
one can hypothesize that a longer implementation of the tool would showed marked increase in
shift assignments, quality of care and in turn, nursing job satisfaction.
Evaluation of Applicability of Theoretical and EBP Frameworks
Two frameworks were utilized as a guide for this EBP project. Motivation hygiene theory
served as a theoretical framework and provided a guided approach for the integration of
evidence into practice. Evidence based medicine model served as an analytical, step by step
approach to translating evidence into practice. Both of the models will be discussed herein.
Theoretical Framework
The MHT, challenged the traditional approach that job satisfaction lies along the single
continuum and proposed that the presence of motivational factors can lead to job satisfaction
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but their absence does not necessarily lead to job dissatisfaction. Motivation and hygiene
factors work in synergy to inspire individual to deliver the superior performance while preventing
dissatisfaction in the absence of motivation factors. For the simplicity and limited time frame,
only three motivating factors (recognition, working conditions and work itself) and two hygiene
factors (performance effects and turnover) were considered for this project. This model was
appropriate for evaluating pretest and posttest questionnaires in their relation to motivating and
hygiene factors mentioned above. However, one of the limitations that was considered prior to
the EBP project implementation was the complexity of the concept of job satisfaction and the
length of time needed to create a lasting change. Implementation of an acuity tool is only one
intervention that can be incorporated into a multifaceted approach to improving nursing job
satisfaction. The MHT addresses the complex concept of job satisfaction and numerous factors
involved in improvement of job satisfaction. The duration of this EBP project was limited to a
period of one month and addressed only one component of nursing job dynamics. Another
limitation to using the MHT model for this project was that the questionnaire used to assess preand- posttest job satisfaction did not address the recognition portion of the motivation factors
used in the MHT construct. Due to this limitation, the concept of recognition on the job was not
addressed in the post implementation stages and the project results may be skewed due to this
omission. Overall, utilization of the MHT model and its constructs for the outcome measures in
this EBP project was a prudent choice and an ideal framework for the project implementation.
EBP Framework
Using the Evidence Based Medicine Model for this EBP project allowed the project
manager to successfully implement and evaluate the change process within the CVIMCU
setting in the local hospital. All five essential steps utilized within the EBM model were relevant
to the development, implementation and evaluation of this EBP project. The EBM model was
designed to improve quality of care through the integration and promotion of practices that are
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effective and efficient (Akonberg, 2005). This model was developed for use within the clinical
setting and was an excellent fit for this project. Upon formulation of the clinical question,
evaluation and appraisal of the evidence from the literature, the project manager, in
collaboration with the unit RNs, developed a patient acuity tool that was used to determine
equitable nursing shift assignments. To generate a lasting change, an ongoing evaluation with
long-term monitoring and adaptations is needed; this was one of the limitations of the project.
The inability to reevaluate, reassess and adapt due to time restrictions for the DNP student
project manager was noted as a limitation to using this model within this project. For example,
upon project completion, the project coordinator realized that the charge nurse in-service
regarding proper utilization of the patient acuity tool for nursing shift assignments would be a
valuable component for the lasting change within this clinical practice. Adding a stage within the
EBM model to address the adaptations learned during the project would be a useful component
for successful and lasting clinical improvements.
Strengths and Limitations of the EBP Project
A detailed analysis of the strengths and limitations of the project is a necessary step that
provides perspective and valuable insight for future research. A detailed analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses of this EBP project is provided to delineate the successful steps of
the project implementation from those that needed improvements.
Strengths
The EPB project was successfully implemented with the help and collaboration of the
unit manager and hospital CNO. This collaboration allowed for a smooth implementation of the
project since the project implementation was encouraged by those key organizational leaders.
In addition, the project manager was already an established and experienced member of the
staff and trusted coworker. This allowed project participants to openly share their opinions,
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obstacles and challenges in relation to the project implementation. This collaboration opened a
line of honest communication and useful feedback between project participants and project
manager. It also helped the project manager adapt the acuity instrument to serve the needs of
the unit more efficiently. The educational sessions were adapted into the RNs schedule so there
was no need for additional meeting sessions. The education was conducted in a timely, efficient
and effective way and it allowed RNs to learn a new skill by practicing the utilization of the
patient acuity tool. In addition, collecting data on patient acuity serves as a useful depicter of the
patient population within the CVIMCU and managers can use it to better staff this setting.
Another strength of the project was its smooth transition. The project was welcomed by the staff
RNs, the acuity tools were utilized for the duration of the project and the staff RNs generally
liked the acuity tool.
Limitations
Several limitations upon project completion were observed. Small sample size and short
duration of the project were noted. This hospital unit employs 32 RNs of which 25 participated in
the pretest questionnaire and only 20 participated in the post test questionnaire. To find
statistically significant evidence, specifically a difference between groups, a smaller effect size
requires a larger sample population. In addition, the concept of nursing job satisfaction is
multifaceted; it depends on many other personal and organizational factors. In order to capture
a significant impact of the particular intervention, a larger sample size would be required. Also,
changing perception and job satisfaction is a lengthy process. One that requires an extended
period of time. The duration of this project was not long enough to demonstrate the change in
nursing job satisfaction. A lack of long term follow up does not provide sufficient evidence to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the usage of patient acuity tool in the clinical setting and its
effect on nursing job satisfaction.
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Another limitation of the project was a lack of a formal educational session directed
toward charge nurses on how to allocate the patients following the completion of the acuity tool.
For example, one charge nurse would always make the assignments based on the room
proximity. During the project implementation, she would collect completed acuity instruments
from the staff RNs but would not utilize them while making nursing shift assignments. This
particular charge nurse continued to follow her traditional way of making shift assignments
based on the room proximity, rendering the completion of the patient acuity tools completely
useless. The idea of the project implementation was to use the acuity instrument to better
allocate patients and make nursing shift assignments effectively balanced. The project manager
did not create a formal set of rules for the distribution of the patients following the acuity tool
completion nor did she educate charge nurses on the proper patient distribution. This was
omitted because it was the impression of the project manager that it would be only logical to
utilize the knowledge about patient acuity that was produced by the tool utilization to create
better nursing assignments. Unfortunately, this was not the case. Some charge nurses would
ensure that all staff RNs completed the acuity tools but would not utilized them for the proper
assignment allocation. For future projects, the education of staff would have to be twofold:
educate staff RNs on how to use the acuity tool and educate charge RNs on how to utilize the
tools to make shift assignments. Also, creation of the formal guidelines for the allocation of the
patients based on the acuity for charge RNs would be an effective strategy that would assume
full role of the acuity tool in balanced shift assignments.
Another limitation of the project was the inability to integrate the acuity tool into the medical
health record. When developing, and preparing for the project, the project manager was
planning to work with the information technology department and integrate the acuity tool into
the electronic medical record. This would allow for much simplicity and efficiency when utilizing
the acuity tool and calculating overall scores. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, this was not
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possible at the time of project intervention. Due to this limitation, staff RNs had to utilize paper
documentation sheets for of the acuity tool. Despite its simplicity and ease, busy nursing
professionals had to take a few minutes out of their already filled schedules to complete the
acuity tools manually. Also, tracking and collecting paper data was tedious and cumbersome at
times.
Implications for the Future
Practice
The implementation of this EBP project provided direction and recommendations for the
nursing practice environment. Upon completion of this project, the patient acuity tool will
continue to be implemented on all inpatient nursing units within the hospital and at the
organizational level. Incorporation of the patient acuity tool in other nursing units will allow for
better distribution of nursing shift assignments and better quality of care. This should be of a
particular interest for those in positions of power, including nurse managers, administrators, and
hospital decision makers. Implementing strategies that promote better patient care and happier
RNs strengthens the quality of services and has a positive financial impact on the organization.
In addition, incorporating the acuity tool into the electronic health record (EHR) and modifying it
through targeted focus group initiatives would allow easier, simplified and a more objective
approach to patient acuity. Unfortunately, due to time constrains, this EBP project was
implemented utilizing a manual paper form of the patient acuity tool. This allowed for some
degree of subjectivity while evaluating patient’s acuity category and it took away valuable time
from RNs, necessary to complete the acuity tool. Incorporation of the acuity tool into the EHR
would allow for more efficient, objective and fast assessment of the patient acuity that can be
used as a guide when creating equitable shift assignments.
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Theory
The outcomes of this EBP project support the MHT and future theory development
specific to nursing job satisfaction in relation to patient acuity. The undelaying concept of the
MHT is that job satisfaction is a multifactorial and complex concept that depends on many
factors. More specifically, motivation and hygiene factors contribute to one’s job satisfaction
and/or dissatisfaction. Motivating factors are many and their absence does not mean the
absence of job satisfaction. However, the presence of motivation factors can inspire an
individual to deliver superior performance. The function of the hygiene factors is to prevent
dissatisfaction (Adair, 2006). This EBP project evaluated three motivation factors (recognition,
working conditions and work itself) and two hygiene factors (performance effects and turnover).
Theory based interventions provided a valuable guide in evaluating the outcomes of this EBP
project. The motivating factor of recognition is defined as delivery of praise in the form of notice,
acknowledgment or criticism. This was delivered through the inclusion of the staff RNs into the
development of the acuity tool. Acknowledging and appreciating their input allowed for sense of
feeling valued and appreciated. Two other constructs, including working conditions and work
itself were included in the NWSQ survey. Based on the results of this EBP project, future
research and theory development should aim at the construct of the job satisfaction that is
simpler and easier to evaluate in shorter periods of time. In addition, to better evaluate the
constructs of this theory, longer longitudinal studies with larger sample sizes and longer time
periods are needed.
Research
Data obtained during the implementation of this EBP project offers a small insight into
understanding the concept of nursing job satisfaction. However, knowledge generated during
this project adds to the body of nursing research and science. In order to better explore and
understand the contribution of the patient acuity tool in the clinical setting, greater research is
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warranted. Studies that utilize larger sample sizes and longitudinal designs would allow for
better evaluation of nursing job satisfaction over longer time periods. Longer lasting studies are
necessary in order to demonstrate the persistent link between nursing job satisfaction and the
utilization of the patient acuity tool in the clinical setting. In addition, studies that evaluate
patient outcomes as a result of a more equitable nursing shift assignments can generate new
knowledge into the practical utility of a patient acuity tool in the inpatient setting.
Education
Better nursing practice and improved quality of care starts in academia. Teaching
students the importance of proper assessment and patient acuity can impact the quality of
nursing care in the hospitals. It is important to teach future RNs the impact that patient acuity
can have on the delivery of care. Therefore, including the usage of various acuity tools in
nursing curricula would allow students to become familiar and comfortable using these clinical
tools. Early introduction of acuity tools can help future RNs to better manage their time, allow for
learning and sharpening of their clinical skills and offer more time with the patients.
Conclusion
Overall, this EBP project offered a valuable direction for future research on the utilization
of a patient acuity tool within the clinical setting as a way to improve nursing shift assignments
and job satisfaction. Key outcome measures of the initial PICOT questions were not answered
in its entirety during the duration of this EBP project. Data indicates that the utilization of the
patient acuity tool in the inpatient clinical setting has some effect on nursing job satisfaction.
However, considering that the results were not statistically significant, it cannot be said with
certainty that the utilization of the acuity tool in the clinical setting has a definite impact on
nursing job satisfaction. Inpatient hospital interventions that include the use of a patient acuity
tool in the appropriation of nursing shift assignments have the potential to impact nursing job
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satisfaction. However, these interventions need to be implemented over longer periods of time,
incorporate larger sample sizes and a longitudinal research design. The use of the MHT theory
as a framework for the project was appropriate but the theory was complex and addressed
many concepts. The short duration of this EBP project did not allow for more in depth evaluation
of each concept or a better understanding of job satisfaction. The EBM model provided an
excellent step by step guide for the implementation and evaluation of the project. The small
nature of the hospital inpatient unit may limit project’s applicability to other hospital
units/settings. Despite the lack of statistically significant change in nursing job satisfaction, this
project was welcomed by the staff RNs and offered a potential positive change in clinical
practice. Initiation of this EBP project gave administrators insight into the concept of nursing job
satisfaction, enhanced and improved RNs confidence in their skills as clinicians and a sneak
peek into the complexity of patient care on this hospital unit.
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Appendix A
A Review of the Evidence from the Appraisal of Literature
Author(s),
Publication,
Level of
Evidence

Study Design

Population, Setting

Purpose, Intervention
(s)

Results/Findings

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

Brennan et
al. (2012)
Journal of
Nursing
Measurement

Descriptive
study.

Nurses who had
worked on the
oncology
/hematology unit
for at least six
months (N = 49)
Nurses who were
members of the
Oncology Nursing
Society (nursing
oncology experts)
(N = 15).

To determine the
psychometric
properties of the
Oncology Acuity Tool
(OAT) and answer the
following questions:
(a) what are the
content and
concurrent validity of
the tool, (b) what is
the predictive value of
the OAT as it relates
to patients falls and
rapid response team
(ART) consultation, (c)
what is the interrater
reliability of the OAT
and (d) are there
statistically significant
differences in acuity
within and among
patient diagnosis type.
Interventions included
the development of 25
case studies based on
patient chart reviews.
Twenty randomly

Inter-Rated
Reliability(IRR):
Intraclass Relation
Coefficient (ICC) for
IRR was .95(.91,.98),
p <.001

The tool was
tested on one
inpatient unit
and only one
patient
population
which may limit
the
generalizability.

The OAT has high
inter-rater
reliability,
moderately strong
concurrent validity,
and moderate
content validity.

The oncology
acuity tool: A
reliable, valid
method for
measuring
patient acuity
for nurse
assignment
decisions.
Level VI
Grade A

Patients who were
admitted to the to
the hematology
/oncology unit
during the study
period (N=117).
Inpatient
hematology/oncolo
gy/bone marrow
transplant unit at
the University
Hospitals Case

Content validity:
assessed the
relevance of the
acuity tool items.
Kappa statistic
results were as
follows: 4 items (6%)
were rated poor (k* of
<0.40), 6 items (9%)
were fair (k*0.400.59), 9 items (14%)
were good (k* 0.600.74) and 45 items
(70%) items were
excellent (k* > 0.74)
Predictive validity: 11
falls and 26 ART
patients were
encountered during
the study. Mean

Small sample
size for fall
events can limit
the predictive
validity.
The difference
in the definition
of acuity
between
experts and real
life users can
be a potential
problem.

Acuity significantly
predicted rapid
response team
consults but not
falls.
This tool is a
prudent instrument
for the
measurement of
patient acuity in
determination of
the nursing
assignments in an
inpatient setting.
More research is
needed to
determine if the
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Medical Center in
the United States.

selected nurses were
asked to rate the
acuity of six random
case studies.
Content validity was
assessed using expert
nurses who were
asked to rate each
indicator in the acuity
tool as relevant or not
or somewhat relevant.
Predictive validity was
used to assess patient
falls and ART
interventions since
theoretically higher
acuity predicts higher
falls and ART usage.
Concurrent validity
was assessed by
comparison of the
acuity tool and 100
mm visual analog
scale (VAS) to assess
acuity.

acuity scores were
higher during the shift
and prior to the event
but were not
statistically significant
(p = 0.30 and p =
0.52)
Mean acuity scores
for ART patients
were significantly
higher than non-ART
patients and were
statistically significant
(p < .001)
Concurrent validity:
128 independent
measurements of
patient acuity
collected on the VAS
and compared
against OAT. The
Pearson r correlation
was 0.58 (p =.01).

usage of such
tools will predict
better patient
outcomes.
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Author(s),
Publication,
Level of
Evidence

Population, Setting

Purpose, Intervention
(s)

Results/Findings

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

Quantitative,
Participants were
correlational
practicing licensed
research study. registered nurses
(N = 70) with at
least 6 months of
Nurse staffing
acute care nursing
and the
experience.
relationship
to job
A consecutive
satisfaction
sample was
and retention.
recruited using
nursing listserv’s,
Facebook,
Level VI
Myspace and
Grade A
Allaboutnurses.co
m. conducted in
the US

The purpose was to
examine the
relationship between
nurse staffing, job
satisfaction and
nurse retention in
an acute care hospital
environment.

Job satisfaction was
measured using
Community of
Practice (COP)
subscale which was
derived from NWI-R
and demonstrated
weak positive
relationship between
COP and nurse
staffing
(p = 0.01). The
relationship between
nurse retention and
job satisfaction
indicated a
moderately strong
negative correlation
(p = 0.01)

Major limitation
was small
sample size
and
generalizability.

The present study
has suggested a
relationship
between job
satisfaction and an
appropriate patient
assignment.

Hairr et al.
(2014)
Nursing
Economics

Study Design

Intervention included
electronic distribution
of one of the most
widely used tools to
assess the clinical
work environment, the
Nursing Work Index
Revised (NWI-R).

The sample
was also not
randomized.

Reducing the
number of
patients, a nurse is
responsible for
during a work shift
will improve job
satisfaction,
improve patient
outcomes, and
save health care
dollars.
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Author(s),
Publication,

Harper &
McCully
(2007)
Nursing
Administration
Quarterly
Acuity
systems
dialogue and
patient
classification
system
essentials.
Level VI.
Grade C

Study Design

Population, Setting

Purpose, Intervention
(s)

Descriptive
Study.

Fifteen registered
nurses (RNs) in a
small rural hospital
in Texas, US
including two
medical surgical
units and one
overflow unit.

The aim of the paper
was to review the
literature on acuity
tools, discuss the pros
and cons of acuity
tools, highlight
currently available
patient classification
systems (PCSs) and
to disseminate the
data and description
of the new PCS™
acuity tool.
The authors
developed a new PCS
that incorporated:
(a) medications
(b)complicated
procedures, (c)
education, (d)
psychosocial issues
and (e)complicated
intravenous
medications.

Results/Findings

Acuity ranking:
Ranked from 1 to 4
(highest acuity)
Reliability and
validity: evaluated
using two
questionnaires. An8
item Likert scale
assessed the
effectiveness of the
tool from “very
ineffective” to
“extremely effective”.
A relevance rating
tool evaluating expert
opinion on 5
concepts of the tool
and perceived
importance for acuity
was utilized.
Interrater reliability
was established by
using 15 PCS tools
that rated 5 patients
by 3 different RNs
during the same 12hour shift.

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

Small study
completed on
only 2
specialties
(medical
surgical and
overflow).
Further studies
would help
highlight any
issues for
validity of
the tool in other
nursing
settings.

Well-developed
tool with relevant
and useful
categories that
can be easily
adopted in
different settings.
The tool allows for
better distribution
of nursing shift
assignments
allowing for
equitable shift
assignments.
Proper distribution
of patients benefits
RNs (equitable
assignments),
hospitals (better
patient care and
allocation of
resources),
managers (better
utilization of
nursing staff and

Small sample
size. Larger
studies needed
to better assess
validity of the
tool in different
patient setting.
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Effectiveness of the
PCS as a nurses’
voice about the
patient care was
rated: 77% rated the
tool effective, 64%
believed the tool to
be useful in staffing
considerations, 55%
believed the
categories were
represented
accurately and 45%
had neutral
response. 58%
stated that the tool
could be completed
in timely manner.

A limitation
better patient
noted during
care).
the pilot period
was the need
for education on
appropriately
completing the
tool
The PCS was
also developed
for manual
completion
and has not
been tested in a
computerized
setting.
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Author(s),
Publication,
Level of
Evidence

Study Design

Population, Setting

Purpose, Intervention
(s)

Results/Findings

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

Kidd et al.
(2014)

Descriptive
study.

Progressive care
unit (PCU) nurses
at the Indiana
University Health
Ball Memorial
Hospital in Muncie,
IN.

Evaluation and
improvement of the
existing acuity tool
and its relation to
nurse job satisfaction.
Researchers allowed
staff nurses to
compare old acuity
tool with the newly
developed one and
offer input on what
needs to be changed.
Categories that were
included in the tool:
complicated
procedures,
education,
psychosocial
interventions, oral
medications and
complicated
intravenous (IV) drugs
and procedures.
Categories allowed for
rating patient acuity
(1-4).

Eight item survey
measured nurse
satisfaction with the
new acuity
assessment process
completed in 1 month
before the new
process, 6 months
and 12 months later.
7% satisfaction
before the
implementation of the
new tool and 55%
after. 21% reported
consistency with the
old acuity
assessment and 89%
after the
implementation.
80% of nurses
reported that they do
not feel that acuity
assessment was a
waste of time.

Study author’s
omitted to
mention sample
size, there were
no statistical
values reported
on the results
and the
generalizability
of the findings
is questionable.
Also, the
authors did not
report measure
to insure the
validity and
reliability of the
instrument.

This study was
selected because
it received a grade
A from the clinical
guideline
recommendations
from Joanna
Briggs Institute.
The quality of the
acuity tool
received high
recommendations
and exceptional
clinical value.
Although, the
research article
was written poorly,
the clinical value
of this piece of
evidence cannot
be
underestimated.

American
Nurse Today
A new patient
– acuity tool
promotes
equitable
nurse –
patient
assignments
Level VI
Grade C

Sample size was
not reported.
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Author(s),
Publication,
Level of
Evidence

Study Design

Perroca & Ek Descriptive,
(2007)
qualitative study.
Journal of
Nursing
Management
Utilization of
patient
classification
systems in
Swedish
hospitals and
the degree of
satisfaction
among
nursing staff.
Level VI
Grade B

Population, Setting

Purpose, Intervention
(s)

Results/Findings

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

18 hospitals in
Sweden received
a postal survey
that contained
questions on
implementation of
a patient acuity
tool, frequency of
use, problems and
validation
methods. Also,
simplicity of use,
reliability,
objectivity along
with open
questions about
the nursing
assessment of the
utilization of the
tool.

To investigate PCSs
implemented in the
acute Swedish
hospitals with respect
to utilization, validation
methods and degree
of satisfaction of the
nursing staff involved.

High number of
unanswered
questionnaires
(50%) and
possibility that
the sample
does not truly
represent
nurses
‘opinions of
PCSs.

The Zebra and
Beakta systems
are the most
commonly
used instruments
in Sweden.

The following
wards participated:
medicine, surgery,
orthopedics,
neurology,
obstetrics,

One hundred and
twenty eight
questionnaires were
sent to nurse
managers.

Sixty four surveys
from 18 hospitals
were returned (48 %
response rate) The
mean time for a
nurse to classify
patient according to
acuity was 1.3 (+/1.2) to 3.6 (+/- 3.2)
minutes.
Satisfaction survey
carried 20 questions
related to the
managers’ opinions
of the PCSs in their
wards. Scores
ranged from 1-5, high
score denotes high
concordance
PCS determines
acuity level 2-3
Identified changes in
patients’ needs 4-4.5
Is well accepted by
nurses 3.5-4.5
Is time consuming
3.5-5.0

Survey that asked
questions about
simplicity,
generalizability, utility,
validation and
problems associated
with the usage of the
tool. Nursing
satisfaction was also a
consideration in the
survey.

These PCSs are
useful in
determining
patient
assignments and
workload.
However, PCSs
do not measure
the quality of care
provided or the
time spent using
the instrument.
Administrators do
not estimate
staffing
requirements
according to the
system.
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gynecology, and
pediatrics.

Twenty three hospitals
were identified with
PCSs currently in
operation.

Indicators are easy to
understand 3.5-4
Nurses are satisfied
with the PCS 3-4.
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Author(s),
Publication

Study Design

Population, Setting

Pitkäaho et
al. (2010)

Correlational
pilot study with
combination of
a retrospective
time series
and crosssectional
survey data.

Survey data from
hospital job
satisfaction from
six inpatient units
of a medical clinic
in a University
hospital in Finland.

Journal of
Advanced
Nursing
Data-based
nurse staffing
indicators
with Bayesian
networks
explain nurse
job
satisfaction: a
pilot study.
Level IV
Grade A

Responses from
98 nurses were
utilized (N = 154).
Data based nurse
staffing time series
from eight
inpatient units.

Purpose, Intervention
(s)
Examine the
relationship of nursing
intensity, work
environment intensity
and nursing resources
to job satisfaction.
Identify data-based
nurse staffing
indicators to
explain nurse job
satisfaction using the
Bayesian approach.

Results/Findings

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

There was a nonlinear association
between nurse job
satisfaction and
patient acuity. Low
and high patient
acuity predicted a
moderate or a high
likelihood of nurse
job satisfaction.
90% likelihood of low
nurse job satisfaction
in units with over
68.1 % of the III and
IV class patient
acuity, over 44.5
diagnosis related
groups(DRGs), less
than 60.36% of RNs
and over 67.74% of
nurse turnover.
99% likelihood of
high nurse job
satisfaction when
patient acuity and the
amount of DRGs
remained at the high
level and skill mix
was high together
with low nurse
turnover

Use of data for
the statistical
analysis and its
quality highly
influences the
quality of the
study. The data
used was from
small time
series which
can influence
the quality of
the statistical
interpretation.
Larger dataset
would be
practical for
generalizability
purposes.

Nurse job
satisfaction can be
explained with
data based nurse
staffing indicators.
Bayesian
approach is
method in
producing
information in
regards to nursing
staffing and
nursing outcomes
for healthcare
administrators.
This pilot study
shows how
changes in the
level of
patient acuity, skill
mix, DRG volume
and nurse
turnover explain
the level of nurse
job satisfaction.
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Fixed patient acuity
to moderate showed
95% of low nurse job
satisfaction.
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Author(s),
Publication

Study Design

Population, Setting

Purpose, Intervention
(s)

Results/Findings

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

Rainio &
Ohinmaa
(2005)

Correlational
case study.

Data on the
utilization of the
RAFAELA patient
classification
system from 12
wards of the
Central Hospital in
Finland between
2000 – 2001.

The purpose of this
research study was to
assess the feasibility
of the RAFAELA PCS
in nursing staff
management and to
assess if it can be
utilized for transferring
of nursing resources
between hospital units
based on the
information received
from nursing care
intensity classification.
The RAFAELA PCS
consists of three
different measures: a
system measuring
patient care intensity,
daily nursing
resources, and the
optimal nursing care
intensity/nurse
situation.

The hospital units in
2000 had on average
77 days below the
optimal level and 106
days above the
optimal level. In 2001
71 days were below
and 129 above the
optimal level.
Converting these
results to personnel
resources, in 2000
employer lost 9.84
nurses and saved
11.8 nurses and in
2001 7.58 nurses
were lost and 14.32
saved.

The results of
the study were
inconclusive
since the data
from only two
years was used
and the results
only applied to
the general
hospital unit.

The data obtained
from the patient
classification
system should be
used in staff
management. The
results of this
study suggest that
nursing resources
should be better
allocated
according to
patient acuity.
Further research is
needed to
establish a
stronger evidence
in favor of using
RAFAELA in
hospitals.

Issues on
Clinical
Nursing
Assessment
of nursing
management
and utilization
of nursing
resources
with the
RAFAELA
patient
classification
system –
case study
from the
general
wards of one
central
hospital.
Level IV
Grade B

Data was analyzed in
proportion to the labor
costs of nursing work

Validity of
hospital data
was weak due
to the variation
in coding
practices in
different
hospitals.
The limited
scope of the
nursing care
intensity
classification
was a
weakness.
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and employer savings
and loss per ward was
calculated.
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Author (s)
Publications,

Study Design

Population, Setting

Purpose,
Intervention(s)

Results / Findings

Limitations

Conclusions,
Recommendations

Tufanaru
(2015).
Joanna
Briggs
Institute.

Clinical
practice
Guidelines.

Evidence summary
of two expert
opinions, two
systematic reviews
and eight
observational
studies.

The goal was to
develop best practice
recommendations
regarding patient
acuity rating and its
implication for nursing
care and nursing
assignments.

Nurses should be
aware of the specific
acuity tools available.
Hospitals should use
a valid acuity
instrument.
Nurses should be
involved in the
development of the
tool.
Nurses should be
educated on the
proper use of the tool
Patient acuity
assessment should
be completed by the
nurse caring for the
patient.
Results of the
assessment should
be documented
Acuity should be
used in staffing
decisions.

Potential bias,
poor design or
lack of
generalizability
in the studies
used to
generate the
guideline.

Based on the
recommendation
from this clinical
guideline, use of
patient acuity tool
is very beneficial
in generating
optimal nursing
assignments and
providing optimal
patient care. All
the
recommendations
received a grade
A.

Nursing care:
Patient
acuity.
Level I
Grade C
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Author(s),
Publication

Study Design

Van
Oostveen et
al. (2014).
PLoS ONE

Systematic
review.

Factors and
models
associated
with the
amount of
hospital care
services as
demanded by
hospitalized
patients: A
systematic
review.
Level I
Grade A

Population, Setting

Ten studies (59%)
were conducted in
the U.S., five in
Europe (30%), and
two in Canada
(11%).
Data were taken
from hospital
sources including
hospitalizations on
different wards:
pulmonary,
medical, surgery,
obstetrics,
gynecology,
intensive care,
pediatrics,
orthopedics,
geriatrics, and
cardiology units.
Study sizes
ranged from 206 to
298,691 patients.

Purpose, Intervention
(s)

Results/Findings

Limitations

Conclusion,
Recommendations

Presented the results
on 17 studies
published between
1983-2013 on the
factors associated
with the demand of
hospital care services.

Individual patient
characteristics that
were considered in
the studies involved:
patient’s age, three
studies investigated
gender, race and
BMI. Two studies
confirmed lower cost
in women than men.
One study reported
decrease in cost with
Caucasians and
increase in cost for
patient with BMI>30.
Diagnosis and case
mix contributed to
10% of hospital
resources
consumption, 18% to
nursing hours and
26.3% to nursing
workload as
measured by PCS.
Severity of illness:
contributed to 48% of
nursing workload as
measured by PCS

.
Results
reported do not
show any
statistical
values.
Methodological
quality of the
studies included
was somewhat
dated. Potential
sources of bias
were not
reported in the
studies.

This SR revealed
various patients’
characteristics that
are significantly
associated with
the supply and
demand of
hospital services.
One of those
characteristics is
the patient acuity.
Complete models
that explain the
use of hospital
care services
should contain
patient
characteristics,
including patient
acuity, medical or
nursing diagnoses,
organizational
factors and
staffing
characteristics, as
these factors do
determine efficient
and high-quality
hospital care, and

These included:
patient characteristics,
case mix group,
nursing diagnosis,
severity of illness,
patient acuity,
comorbidities,
complications and
admission and
discharge factors.
Three studies
investigated models
estimating the
demand for hospital
care services.
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Patient acuity: One
study determined that
70% of nursing acuity
is contributed to
patient acuity and
another study stated
37%.
Comorbidity: Hip
fractures and
depression had
reduced hospital
cost. Heart failure
patients that also had
deficiency anemia
showed increase in
cost. One study
reported higher cost
for total number of
diagnosis and UTIs
and wound
infections.
Correlation between
elective and
emergency
admission influenced
the cost.

therefore costs of
care

DATE:
ROOM NUMBER:

Appendix B
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SHIFT:
ACUITY LEVEL:

Acuity
category
Complicated
procedures

1

2

3

4

 Pulse ox
 PICC/Central
line

 >4L O2 nasal
cannula
 BIPAP/CPAP
PRN/nightly
 Trach care < 2
times Q shift
 NG tube
 PCA
 Rectal tube
 Isolation
 Bed
alarm/safety
issues
 Transfer
 Ostomy/

 ≥7 L High
flow O2
 Continuous
BIPAP
 New trach or
frequent
suctioning
 Trach care >3
per shift
 Wound care
 Vitals Q2
 CBI
 Chest tube/
pacer wires
 CIWA
 Turn
Q2/incontinent
 Colonoscopy
prep

Education

 Standard

Psychosocial
interventions

 Anxiety
 Depression

 New
meds/diagnosis
 Inability to
comprehend
/foreign
language
 Bipolar

 Discharge
today
 Multiple
comorbidities
(if 3> consults
on the case)
 End of life

Oral
medications
Complicated
IV
medications

 1-5

 6-10

 11-15

 >16

 Glucometer
with
coverage

 2-5 IV meds
 Utilizes pain
medication Q 2
hrs.

 K rider
 Heparin IV
infusion
 >5 IV meds
 TPN

 Blood
administration
 Tube feeding/meds
 Cardiac drips

TOTAL SCORE 1-5 = ACUITY 1
TOTAL SCORE 6-10 = ACUITY 2
TOTAL SCORE 11-15 = ACUITY 3
TOTAL SCORE ≥16 = ACUITY 4







Restraints
Total feed
Confused/combative
Post code/ART
New admission

 Complicated
family/personal
dynamics

TOTAL SCORE:
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Appendix C

Nursing Workplace Satisfaction Questionnaire (NWSQ)
Below are a series of statements concerning your thoughts/findings about your job.
Please circle the number that most appeals:
1 = fully agree, 2 = agree, 3 = partly agree/partly disagree, 4 = disagree, 5 = definitely
disagree
Participation in this study is voluntary. All answers will be kept confidential. All information obtained on this form
will only be used for the purpose of this study. By completing this survey, you are giving informed consent to
participate in this survey.

How much you enjoy your job
 My job gives me a lot of satisfaction
 My job is very meaningful for me
 I am enthusiastic about my present work
 My work gives me an opportunity to show
what I’m worth
 In the last year, my work has grown more
interesting
 It’s worthwhile to make an effort in my job
Doing your job
 I have enough time to deliver good care to
patients
 I have enough opportunity to discuss patient
problems with colleagues
 I have enough support from colleagues
 I function well on a busy ward
 I feel able to learn on the job
 I do not feel isolated from my colleagues at
work
 I feel confident as a clinician
The people you work with
 It’s possible for me to make friends among my
colleagues
 I like my colleagues
 I feel that I belong to a team
 I feel that my colleagues like me

fully
agree

agree

partly
agree/
disagree

disagree

definitely
disagree

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

Overall
 What’s the best thing about your job?..................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
 What’s the worst thing about it?............................................................................................
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Appendix D
Demographic Survey
Please mark your answers in the box using the x symbol ☐
1. What is your age?
☐25 or under
☐26-40
☐41-55
☐56 or older
2. What is your gender?
☐Female
☐Male
3. Please specify your ethnicity.
☐White
☐Hispanic or Latino
☐Black or African American
☐Native American or American Indian
☐Asian / Pacific Islander
☐Other
4. What is your education level?
Diploma
☐Associate degree
☐Bachelor degree
☐Master’s degree
☐Doctorate degree
5. How many years of experience do you have as an RN?
☐0-12 months
☐13 months -4 years
☐5-8 years
☐9-10 years
☐>10 years
6. How many years/months have you been employed on this unit?
☐ 0-12 months
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☐ 12-24 months
☐ 25 months -5 years
☐ >5 years
7. Are you currently seeking an advanced degree in nursing?
☐ Yes
☐ No
8. If yes to question #7, what degree are you seeking?
☐ASN
☐BSN
☐MSN
☐DNP
☐PhD
9. Have you utilized a patient acuity tool in the past?
☐Yes
☐No
10. If yes to question #10, how would you rate your experience with the patient acuity tool?
☐Poor
☐Fair
☐Average
☐Good
☐Excellent
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Appendix E

Case Studies
Case#1
MM is a 75 yr/old F who came through the ER with the complaint of chest pain. The results of
her angiogram revealed 3 blocked vessels in her heart and she was scheduled for open heart
surgery(CAGB X 3). She has a history of DM, HTN and CAD. 1800 calorie diet, 5L O2 per nasal
cannula, 2V wires, NSR, Accu checks AC&HS sliding scale with Novolog. Activity up with help.
Alert and oriented X 4. Dressing changes daily to her midchest incision, CT stab sites.
PO meds include:
Amiodarone 400 BID
Ascorbic acid 500 mg BID
Gabapentin 600 mg TID
Lisinopril 10 mg QD
Magnesium oxide 400 TID
Metoprolol tartrate 12.5 mg BID
Multivitamin 1 tab QD
Protonix 40 mg QD
Potassium chloride 20mEq QD
Vitamin D 1,000 units QD
Warfarin 4 mg QD
Restoril 15 mg PRN HS
IV medications include:
Lasix 40 mg IV BID
Zofran 4 mg 4 hrs PRN
Vancomycin 1g/250ml QD
Azactam Q 6 hrs
Case#2
H.P., 86 yr/old F admitted with SOB and bilateral lower extremity swelling. History of HTN,
fibromyalgia, NIDDM and GERD. She is on a cardiac diet, activity x 1, room air, sinus rhythm.
Her blood sugars are checked AC&HS and she is on a sliding scale with regular insulin.
PO meds include:
allopurinol 100 mg QD PO
Aspirin 81 mg QD PO
Atenolol 100 mg QD PO
Atorvastatin 10 mg QD PO
Gabapentin 300 mg TID PO
Multivitamin QD PO
Protonix 40mg QD PO
Probiotic 1 cap QD PO
Detrol LA 4 mg QD PO
Vitamin D 1,000 Units QD PO
IV meds:
Lasix injection 40 mg IV QD
Regular insulin TID sliding scale

Appendix F
Preliminary Acuity tool presented for staff review
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Appendix G
11/3/2016

Hello my fellow RNs,
As most of you already know, I am finishing my DNP program at Valparaiso University in May.
As part of the curriculum, I must conduct an evidence based project in the field of nursing. I
chose to implement a patient acuity tool that we can use to create more balanced nursing shift
assignments. As we all know, often we can have 2-3 very busy, heavy patients that can take a
good part of our time, energy and resources. Often, shift assignments are not equally distributed
among nurses which causes some to be very busy while others are not. With the use of this
acuity tool, my hope is that we will be able to create better assignments by assigning an acuity
level to each patient and then equally distributing those patients to RNs. Many tasks, such as
numerous PO meds, Accuchecks, frequent pain meds, multiple IV antibiotics, blood
transfusions, psych issues etc., can take a significant amount of our time. The acuity tool will
take these tasks into consideration, assign a number of points for each task and then based on
the total point value, assign an acuity category for each patient. Based on your scoring, charge
nurses will make nursing shift assignment taking into consideration how busy each patient is
and how many of those “heavy “patients will be assigned to one nurse (no more than 2).
According to the literature, this tool takes 2-3 minutes to complete, it’s completed by the RN
caring for the patient, who will then give the acuity category to the charge nurse for shift
assignments. I am hoping that you guys will help me with the project and help us all in making a
better, more efficient use of our time at work. Also, I will distribute a nursing job satisfaction
survey before and after the implementation to assess if the tool made any difference in our jobs.
If this project is successful on our unit, it would be built into the EPIC and used hospital wide.
Thank you so much for your help and consideration.

Kristina Tomic
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Appendix H
Nursing Assignment Based on Patient Acuity: The Road to Nursing Job
Satisfaction
ID#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Participant’s Name

